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Protocol of an extraterrestrial contact report from the year 1961 

 

 

Title :  Mankind’s greatest hour “X” 

    

Contactee :  Medialer Friedenskreis Berlin (Psychic Peace Circle, Berlin) 

Mediums :  Uwe Speer and Monika-Manuela Speer  

MESSENGER of LIGHT :  ARGUN 

SANTINER :  ASHTAR SHERAN 

 

 

These words from INTERPLANETARY BEINGS published here were received by the Medialen Friedenskreis 

Berlin, a Christian/Spiritual community, during their many public séances. We are mainly dealing with fully-

automatic written messages, unconsciously received by two mediums well tested over time. These psychic messages 

are complete and they were left in their original form. The work of the two mediums began when they were 15 and 

respectively 17 years old. The total production of the MFK-Berlin (Medialer Friedenskreis Berlin), the Menetekel and 

the 21 transmissions from the space-brothers are considered the absolute pinnacle of psycho-scientific research. Other 

spiritual circles have often tried to copy the work of the MFK, but its quality was never achieved. The reproduction 

and distribution of these messages and protocols is explicitly encouraged and is not covered by any copyright! 

 

 

 

 

Preface by the publisher 

 

The legends of the Maya tell us: The Indio of the Mayab, the land of the Maya, knew that before 

him, long before him, other people populated his country and that they made it beautiful and 

powerful. These were saintly people, full of wisdom. Every one of them knew the gods. They did 

not come from any corners of the Earth or from the sea. They were just here! – These were 

beautiful and courageous people and they freely gave LOVE and compassion. Their lord Zamná, 

father to all of them, was with them; his hand, the creator of all the miracles of the world, rose up 

in order to guide then and to command them. He healed them from all the afflictions of the body 

and gave them the warmth of the sun in order to enflame their spirit and so they always lived 

within the clarity of the heavens.    

 

They created these towering and shimmering temples that were visited by people from far and 

wide in order to adore HIM who is on high and without name. They built the great white buildings 

where the MASTERS of WISDOM taught. They built the old cities with sacred stones where the 

gods lived with the people. They built Itzmál, Muútul, T’-hó and Chichén Itzá and a further three 

hundred and seven cities all around. Yaaxchilám and Palenque were the ones where the powerful 

wise of the south lived. Uxmál, built without anybody able to see it, was the city of the spirits who 

lived in the air or on the ground. This great city called Uxmál visibly rose in front of all to see and 

it was wonderful and proud; but the Mayab’s times changed from then on. We will get back to this 

when it’s expedient. 
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The first of all of these cities was Itzmál, the city of temples where no gods made from gold 

resided, also not made from wood, from stone or from clay. The hearts of people were free from 

evil in those days and they saw the gods in themselves and in their environment and they did not 

find it necessary to depict them in pictures. The last of these cities was Maní… Maní! Maní! The 

Indio wept when he spoke this name, because it meant that “everything was doomed”. The way 

Maní existed and the way it had to end is a sorry tale. It is only told when it is absolutely 

necessary. Those that know the Mayab, the land of the Maya, and wept a tear know just how it 

was.  

 
Bad Salzuflen, October 1995 

 

 

Preface (By Herbert Viktor Speer, leader of the Psychic Peace Circle, Berlin) 

 

The content of this script is the august TRUTH. It is unfortunately impossible to begin with this 

TRUTH right from the beginning. In order to facilitate a better understanding of the subject 

matter, we will use a parable, a simile in its introduction.  

 

A famous professor travelled to the source of the Orinoco in the heart of South America. He 

encountered a primitive Indio tribe there. The professor made tape-recordings. The natives 

eventually wanted to know what his technical apparatuses were for, how they were produced and 

what trickery operated them.  

 

The professor tried in vain to find a way to make technical things comprehensible to the natives. It 

was impossible, because they lacked all fundamental concepts to make any explanation that might 

arise plausible. The tape-recorder existed just the same, for the professor anyway; but the natives 

thought differently. They regarded all of this as formidable magic and this frightened them so 

terribly that they destroyed all technical apparatuses and killed the explorer.  

 

The parable to this point. 

 

But now begins the august TRUTH for the people on Earth. The reception of the following, 

extraterrestrial MESSAGES happens in a fashion that is similar to the one described above. There 

is no abridged and lucid explanation for all the people who never ever dealt with extraterrestrial or 

supernatural things, but certainly for those that have dealt with this for a long time.  

 

Universal mankind has shown an interest in terrestrial mankind for a number of millennia. With 

the help of superior technology and with what we regard occult forces, spaceships visit our Earth 

in order to observe us and to make contact with us. This is no utopia, no fantasy or literary fiction, 

but an accomplished fact that almost all the governments of all terrestrial nations are familiar with. 

This is an irrefutable fact!       

    

But in spite of this, there are journalists that know so little about these things that they deride this 

issue in an almost outrageous manner, regarding themselves to be more intelligent and 

knowledgeable than all their fellow men, well even smarter than scientists and political giants. 

This scornfulness is unfortunately more than welcomed by governments and war experts. They are 

able to hide behind this discrimination against such a formidable phenomenon. 

  

There are a lot of UFO sightings, more than 20,000 authenticated cases and ten times that amount 

of unauthenticated sightings. Most people however cannot grasp why these brothers from the stars, 
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in control of these spaceships, don’t simply alight from their flying objects to cordially greet us 

and to talk to us face to face. But as such direct contacts are very, very rare; every MESSAGE 

from the STARS is perforce doubted and regarded a case of profiteering or pomposity. It is very 

difficult to overcome this misjudgement, mistrust and snubbing attitude.  

 

There are two avenues of communication with these extraterrestrial visitors.  

 

• There is the direct encounter on a physical level, but this is rather rare. This is however only in 

the form of a telepathic communication in spite of this, ergo the thought transference of sent 

concepts in the language of the receiver.  

• And then there is the indirect encounter on a psychic level, ergo a spiritual means of 

communicating, that is to say, through the instrumentality of a suitable medium.  

 

Our Earth is unfortunately in the grip of the very unfortunate condition of spiritual backwardness.  

 

• The prevailing majority of this human race has no inkling of the reality of supernatural 

occurrences. 

• Theology got stuck in incomplete and mainly falsely recorded traditions from the past. 

• Politics allows itself to be guided by the empirical sciences that do not want to deal with higher, 

spiritual facts because they are worried about their prestige – they cannot say anything in this 

regards at all, because they failed to seriously deal with this subject in the first place.   

 

All of these horrifying reasons contributed to the fact that completely inhumane conditions do and 

have existed on this planet Earth for many thousands of years, conditions that are certainly 

unnecessary and presented the rest of the universe’s human races with a serious problem, one they 

thought imperative to solve with GOD’S HELP and their elevated development. 

 

In order to not overtax the uninformed reader, we must unfortunately do without certain 

explanations in regards to how this eventuated, because it would require too much space. 

 

We ask the reader to show a little trust in this enormous, spiritual EFFORT and 

COMMUNICATION. In case there are doubts that cannot be overcome through trust, we direct 

the reader to the copious amount of technical literature that can fundamentally support the reader 

and any interesting party. Even if the majority of the human race on Earth has been falsely 

informed, it must be emphatically stressed here with veraciousness that:       

 

1. A verifiable, continuing existence on a corresponding spiritual plane (frequency) after one’s 

physical death is a reality.  

2. Man has a soul that is the bearer of man’s consciousness and that is not tied to physical matter. 

3. An excellent and indubitable COMMUNICATION, on a psychic level, with the souls of the 

departed exists. 

4. Encounters with people from other star systems, who are highly spiritual (hyper-psychic) due 

to their different nature (texture) and spiritual development, is a reality and that they utilise 

these highly developed gifts and opportunities in order to achieve the goals they set themselves.  

As this brochure is already the 8th episode in a series of communications with our celestial 

neighbours, we were presented with a lot of questions from scientists and technicians and we tried 

to answer them as best we could. One of these questions deals with this very spiritual, psychic 
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form of communication, something one is reluctant to believe. One wants to know why the 

brothers from the stars prefer to entertain communications with us, a CHRISTIAN-SPIRITUAL 

CIRCLE. 

 

We have the following to say about this: 

 

When one of the first contactee of our time encountered a SANTINER, they both silently stood 

opposite one another, made signs and managed to understand one another after all, namely 

through thought transference. The SANTINER sent his concepts in his own language in this case. 

The terrestrial person received these concepts telepathically and perforce arranged them within his 

own vocabulary, that is to say, he was his own translator. This form of communication is known 

throughout the universe as ORIGINAL-COMMUNICATION, GOD utilises it, his ANGELS and 

the whole spiritual realm also. Every soul acts as its own translator. There is no language like 

Esperanto on a psychic level or any other language except the one than man, respectively man’s 

soul, has command of.   

 

When contact with our BROTHERS from the STARS comes about, all communications happen in 

the same way. This is the reason why spiritual circles are preferred for mutual communications. 

 

The BROTHERS from the STARS extricate their astral body from their physical body for around 

one hour and under the PROTECTION of positive, otherworldly LEADERS, enter a well 

developed spiritual circle, where they are able to make themselves comprehensible. This method 

was already utilised a few thousand years ago and the bible calls these mediums “prophets” 

nowadays.1  

 

The BROTHERS from the STARS send their thoughts, but their concepts are translated by 

otherworldly SPIRIT GUIDES and passed on to the medium, either by guiding the medium’s 

hand, speaking in a trance or clairaudience. 

 

• It is however impossible to ask them to come or to wish that they would appear; they approach 

completely of their own volition or discretion.  

A good circle is therefore a proved translation bureau, able to facilitate reciprocal communications 

with people from other star systems who speak a language that is absolutely unknown anywhere 

on our Earth. No terrestrial human being can understand this language unless one receives it 

conceptually-telepathically and translates it into concepts of one’s own language. Concepts we’re 

not familiar with naturally fall by the wayside – or create disturbances within the telepathic 

process. The spiritual guidance of the hand (automatic writing) on the other hand offers great 

certitude and also extra control. This form of writing therefore offers a maximum of reliability. 

 

The BROTHERS from the STARS also managed to learn a number of things from us. Their whole 

development and life style is however so different from ours that we are simply incapable of 

understanding many of their concepts. This is where the otherworldly SPIRIT GUIDES help us by 

explaining these, for us incomprehensible concepts, as best as they can.   

 

The one in charge of the universal MISSION of SALVATION is called ASHTAR SHERAN and 

we owe him a very special thanks for these MESSAGES that are respected all over the world. It 

has not been possible up to now for generally conducted research circles to receive these 

 
1 For instance Ezekiel and Jonas. 
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MESSAGES during the usual types of séances.  

 

All ASHTAR MESSAGES required the creation of a special circle whose participants have 

proven to be real apostles of the truth over the years. Mutual RESPECT and LOVE play the 

greatest role in this.  

 

• The BROTHERS from the STARS only accept the things people do to promote the higher 

development of mankind. They do not accept empty promises; they only accept good deeds 

done! 

They call themselves SANTINER.2 They use the word METHARIA to denote their home planet. 

This planet is within the solar system called Alpha Centauri. The journey to us here takes place at 

a speed that is beyond that of light and the route is divided into interstellar sector support bases. 

 

• The bible called the SANTINER divine CHERUBS.  

We will stick with these short elucidations and will now concentrate in the MESSAGE that will 

give us a view of the future in our highly charged world situation.  

 

Psychic Peace Circle, Berlin 

 

Herbert Viktor Speer 

 

 

 

UFO-Contact on the 9th of June 1961, at 3:30 pm  
 

PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

 

PEACE THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSE! 

 

GOD wants to help you and this is why we help you. – You must conquer an enormous, mental 

blockage, namely the patient acceptance of SEVERE CRITICISM. We find it very difficult to 

censure you, because we come to you with LOVE and not anger in our hearts. But censure it must 

be.  

 

You say: Those that really love their children chastise them.  

We say: Those that really love their fellow men point out their mistakes and shortcomings.  

 

We ask you to really concentrate, because we are about to give you a plethora of important 

INFORMATION gleaned from years of observations.  

 

According to the divine LAWS, you have the free will to make your own decisions in regards to 

everything. But when people make the wrong decisions, they are affected by their own 

responsibility. Nobody amongst you wants to carry this responsibility; they constantly shift it to 

others: 

 

• The injustices carried out by the upper echelon always take place “in the name of the people”.  
 

2 They do actually have something to do with the Italian connotation of LITTLE SAINTS, because they represent the links between spirit and 

matter, between ANGEL and human beings. 
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• The injustices carried out by the church’s echelon always take place in the NAME of the 

LORD. 

• The injustices carried out by the sciences always take place in the name of the universities. 

We observed everything, saw everything, discussed and contemplated everything. There is not one 

single, secrete injustice in the darkest night that is not seen and recognised for what it is by 

GOD’S billions of  eyes and by HIS HELPERS.     

 

We are also GOD’S eyes. What we have seen so far has been an overwhelming strain on our 

emotions. We therefore fan the flames of our whole LOVE for you in order to not to succumb to 

an authoritative wrath of revenge. This would be to our own detriment and it would also turn our 

wheel of development back by 10,000 years. 

 

We hereby give you the first instalment of information. Please fill in the gaps and correct any 

mistakes. It is very important that we are correctly understood.  

 
ASHTAR SHERAN 

 

 

1. Information: For all governments 
 

• We are not your enemies.  

• We do not wage wars of conquests. 

• We do not oppress people, human races and certainly not the inhabitants of a planet.  

There are no just causes, or ideas that warrant the sacrifice or killing of a human being.  

 

We ourselves are a free humanity endowed with free will. We can also do as we please. But we do 

have a DUTY of CARE. We cannot allow the SPIRIT and the CREATOR of the bodacious 

universe to be affronted, or allow HIS universe to be damaged in an irresponsible, careless and 

malicious way. 

 

For thousands of years, a minority of the terrestrial human race has had the audacity to dominate 

instead of guiding the majority of the terrestrial human race. Human arbitrariness in regards to 

dominating others threatens the life of every citizen on Earth.  

 

The powerful amongst mankind on Earth did not give their fellow men the right to live and this is 

why they also do not have the right to take it away according to their wilfulness.  

 

• Fratricide is no heroic act, no national demand, but a universal crime. 

• War is a violent adjudication accomplished through the abuse of human intelligence, 

manpower, health, freedom and one’s physical existence. 

• War in our eyes is the perfect proof of an inability to live in harmony, peace and progress with 

all the people of a planet. 

• He who plans and prepares a war, plans a mass-murderous act, the destruction and annihilation 

of something on a massive scale and thereby sins against the universe’s HARMONY. He is 

ignorant, abysmally ungodly and suffers from a kind of mental derangement.  
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If he were spiritually aware, any thought of such a project would send a shiver down his spine.     

 

Your planet is not your possession, but on loan to you and it’s a biosphere allocated to you for a 

certain period of time to facilitate your spiritual development. All of you are guests in the physical 

house of the LORD. You are however unaware of this hospitality. This is why you demolish 

terrestrial facilities, harm the health of the other guests and destroy their existence and physical 

life into the bargain.  

 

All governments are aware that we keep an eye on your planet. – They do however not know why. 

 

When somebody spies in your world he is pursued and destroyed as an enemy of the state. This is 

how terrestrial governments have reasoned and acted since time immemorial. Nobody ever 

entertains the thought that there could also be another form of espionage. – We spy in GOD’S 

NAME. You do not know HIM and HE is not an acceptable sovereign to you. You do not 

recognise his “banners” and also not HIS “throne”. You say that you have not felt or seen HIS 

DOMINION. – A mistake! 

 

• So-called UFOS, that is to say, our spaceships, are HIS FLEET. 

• The glorious light auras are HIS EMBLEMS. 

• HIS POWERS consist of LAWS and of rays.  

We have walked in and out of your ministries of defence. One has not been able to see us. This 

enabled us to see more than enough. No expert of war has ever entertained the thought that we 

might be invincible. It may be true that one mistrusts us, but one also underestimates our 

ASSIGNMENT. 

 

You can persecute us and chase us. You can shoot at us and think that all of our MESSAGES are 

nonsense. You can reject all UFO sightings from all of your countries. You will not be able to 

eliminate this accomplished fact. This momentous fact was already recorded in your bible. It does 

not belong on the altar of any church, at least not in this form, but it aught to be in all ministries of 

defence the way it is.  

 

Today, you keep your nations in the dark in regards to our existence and particularly in regards to 

our MISSION.     

 

Tomorrow, you will keep the nations in your trust in the dark in regards to your secret intensions 

of destroying the world.  

 

You erroneously believe that all life and death decisions of this human race are solely in your 

hands. – A mistake! They are already partially in our hands; because we have taken precautions 

so that coercive injustice does not gain the upper hand. 

 

Your scientific and technical advisors all make one great mistake, a traditional mistake in regards 

to the way they observe things.  

 

• One thinks that we are simply people with your kind of intentions, shortcomings and 

weaknesses.  

• One does however envy us for our technological development.  
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• One would like to elicit our secrets from us by stealing or robbing us, or even by applying your 

highly developed coercive powers.  

• You think that we are an alien nation, an alien race, a group of travelling astronauts a little 

afraid of making contact with you. A mistake! 

We made contact with you thousands of years ago, however not the way you would like to see it, 

so that you can attack us.   

 

• We had contact with the Israelites. 

• We had contact with the prophets in the bible. 

• We had contact with CHRIST. 

• We had contact with the Romans. 

• We organised contact after contact with you. We organised the “Miracle of Fatima”. This is 

where we also had contact with psychic children. 

• We had contact with you during World War I. We also experienced World War II.   

We forced ourselves to exercise extreme restrain until we realised what kind of sins you’re 

capable of when we saw what happened in Japan. These sins have not just entered the annals of 

your history, but also the ineffaceable UNIVERSAL ARCHIVES. The blame does not go on 

Lucifer account, but on the account of those people that had their complete freedom of choice 

between GOOD and evil to either do this deed or not. They were not just ungodly, they were also 

too incredibly ignorant to realise what was still in store for them. 

 

We direct our MESSAGE at your governments in order to tell them that we are not people like 

you. We might have certain similarities, but we have a completely different development behind 

us.  

 

• Physical matter is number one with you. Your whole development is build around it.3  

• The SPIRIT is number one with us. Our development is build around it and physical matter 

plays a subordinate role. 

This is the only way we could victoriously overcome the inhibiting characteristics of coarse 

physical matter. 

 

 

 

UFO-Contact on the 10th of June 1961, at 17pm 
 

There is not one single political philosophy on your planet one could really call humane and 

progressive. They all represent chaos with egotistical goals. No terrestrial government can lay 

claim to having a system that can be utilised to truly govern a people. All governments know this, 

they also know full well that they will not be accepted by others – and that they are therefore 

forced to protect themselves with a strong army.  

 

Where in your world do you find that a whole humanity that trusts its leaders? This trust is only 

forced upon individual groups, it is not genuine; it is only the chasing after a bigger morsel. To put 

it bluntly: 
 

3 Transmission suffering from interference, not quite comprehensible. 
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• Our government system is a COMMUNISTIC system. – But it can nevertheless not be 

compared with your Red Communism.  

We did not strike the word “GOD”, respectively the world “ORIGINAL INTELLIGENCE” from 

our philosophy and the associated concept of the original procreation of a human individuum 

either.  

 

• We placed the concept of an INTELLIGENT ORIGINAL ENERGY at the forefront of all our 

thought processes – and we were not wrong and we never regretted it.   

If somebody wants to be the leader of a nation, this person must have a capacious KNOWLEDGE 

of the UNIVERSAL EXISTENCE of this ENERGY, it will otherwise represent a danger to all 

people. A weak moment could turn this person’s ignorance about the super-physical existence of 

man into a “leader of mankind” that will lead his people into an abyss.  

 

If somebody looks at their environment in such a way as if it represented a temporal existence, one 

that replaces itself and one that extinguishes consciousness, this person enters a spiritual darkness 

that is difficult to extricate oneself from. 

 

Remember: 

 

Human beings construct their bodies from the stuff stars are made of – this is correct. But they 

have never ever taken in their intelligence or their consciousness with a spoon or ever utilised one 

small crumb of matter in the process. Intelligence, respectively consciousness with all its though 

processes and processes of the senses, does neither stem from the domain of star matter, nor from 

light, fire or water, otherwise this MESSAGE would be impossible. Nobody would normally 

accept such an absurd theory, but an incredible inertia in regards to thoughts and logic is 

unfortunately the order of the day with the people on Earth.  – We will try to make ourselves 

understood with the help of your idiomatic expression. 

 

The majority of terrestrial mankind does not think for itself. It does not utilise logic and it allows a 

small group of people to do its thinking for it. This small group is however just as incapable, 

because it only has its own advantages and its prominence on its mind. 

 

• A human being living on a planet in a visible form is bipolar, namely matter and spirit. 

We know that the various governments include people whose intensions are honest and who 

would like to serve progress. They are however hindered by their opponents most of the time. 

Every nation would like to cling to the political standing they gained for themselves. One adheres 

to the things gained by facing incredible dangers and through bloody battles. One is proud of one’s 

martyrs and one reveres the blood shed in the process. This is why there is not one single avenue 

of escape from a cage whose bars were forged over millennia. This human race has managed to 

completely imprison itself and every attempt to break out will surely result in the death of ALL 

and SUNDRY. By staging international conferences, one wants to find a way out of this cage. – A 

mistake! 

 

Due to your false thought processes, your falsified knowledge, your fanatical ungodliness and 

your mistrust in regards to things spiritual, you are left without one avenue of escape. Unless you 

have the courage to act in a truly COMMUNISTIC fashion: 
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• You must put a stop to the superstitious trappings of all churches and replace them with a 

truthful, highly scientific FAITH in GOD and make it the highest and most honourable faculty 

possible at any university.  

• Get rid of the defaced bible that only managed to misguide all people on this planet, that 

managed to turn them into dumb, obedient adepts of theories, thesis and dogmas, devoid of any 

logic, or awaken a blind fanaticism in some that would better be utilised for tasks that already 

have a proven record. 

Has your church instilled faith – it matters not which faith – ever proven its worth in a way that 

one could say: PEACE REIGNED ACROSS ALL BORDERS? NO! – This has never been the 

case during thousands of terrestrial years. But all sins one could possibly think of exist in stead 

and also wars and dissensions of unimaginable proportions and dangers. If you are not prepared to 

include the truthful GOD, nor his truthful SPIRITUAL REALM, nor the IMMORTALITY of the 

HUMAN SOUL in your thought processes, no GOD and no ANGEL will help you.      
 

• There is no shortage of idols but a truthful GOD is certainly missing, the kind of GOD we know 

and revere. 

You look down upon the weaker nations with arrogant contempt and you do the same with 

primitive races that did not yet have to opportunity to develop. What would happen if we were to 

do the same to you? There really is no difference there; because you represent a great danger to the 

harmonious balance and equilibrium of cosmic powers.  

 

It is your affair and the assignment of governments to remove everything that could be deemed 

garbage. It is all governments concern to sweep with an IRON BROOM where stupidity, inertia 

and bottomless egotism has spread to such a degree that human logic does not know which way to 

turn.  

 

You managed to bring your preparations for war to an incredible potential, but only against an 

enemy in another country, in another nation. 

 

• Why don’t you have a defensive potential against baseness, against aberrations and against the 

scientific corruption within your own nations? 

• Why do you lead hatred and murderous intentions against other nations into battle? Why don’t 

you wage a war against all injustices in your own home? 

You exercise an insane tolerance in regards to a mendacious church cultism, in regards to 

completely unscientific religious doctrines, but concentrate on the mass-murder of innocent people 

that are already the victims of a tyrannical mendacity.  

 

You publicly ask the question: “Where is GOD? – Why doesn’t HE show himself?” We can 

answer this question and we do so not only with words. We are GOD’S MESSENGERS and we 

come here under HIS direct ORDERS, the way is was thousands of years ago. 

 

• We will give you the answer GOD prepared for you. You can count on it! 

But do not fall prey to false illusions, because the truthful CREATOR is a different GOD from the 

one your theologians invented. I don’t mean the god from the bible, the false, almighty, merciful, 
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all enduring, forgiving, eternally loving and forever begging dumb GOD and FATHER of billions 

of ill-bred children.  

 

• The actual RULER of the universe is a different INTELLIGENCE, one that has been 

underestimated by every living terrestrial human being that ever lived on this Earth – with one 

exception. 

Governments represent the terrestrial authority; this is why the extraterrestrial authority demands 

a clear cut decision from them in regards to where they will lead this human race. These 

governments are either determined to lead their nations into total perdition or they are prepared to 

completely rearrange this botched age. It is then the governments’ duty to get rid of the mistakes 

of completely garbles religions. The major churches will never do this, because they are afraid of 

the TRUTH. 

 

Persecute the wrongdoers and take away their powers, but do not persecute the ORIGINAL 

SPIRIT you owe your whole existence to, particularly your life in this beautiful planet.  

 

• You cannot live in a paradise, because you prevent that kind of development. 

Western governments actually demand something quite impossible from Red Communism: Is 

world atheism supposed to adopt an unpurged religious delusion for the sake of peace? No, this is 

also asking too much – world atheism fights like somebody about to drown in order to free itself 

from this dangerous illness. Therefore do not offer Red Communism a pseudo-religion, but the 

pure, scientific TRUTH in the form of OBJECTIVE KNOWLEDGE. The moment it realises that 

there is something even better on offer on this planet, it will reach for it.  

 

A government must be proud of all TRUTHS and not of its mistakes and conscious lies that bear 

the mark of death and stink of decay. Your whole, completely derailed world situation can only be 

changed through one single insight. It is only a case of exchanging one single lie with the 

objective TRUTH. It is the only solution and divine POWER capable of lifting the whole human 

race out of the morass. We have been sent to support you in this process.   

 

This PANACEA can be described in a few words. It reads as follows: 

 

• Every human being made of flesh and blood, living on a planet has a living soul. 

• The soul controls the body, but the organism only to a limited degree.4  

• The soul is an immortal substance and it cannot be measured with any of your technical means. 

It has a FREQUENCY that physical matter does not possess. 

• After the soul has left the physical body it always lives in a situation and an environment that 

correlates to its development. 

• The soul bears its own responsibility for its thoughts and actions way beyond its temporal 

physical life.   

 

 
 
 

 
4 Somewhat incomprehensible. I used the word “organism” myself. ASHTAR might mean a negative organism. (H. V. Speer) 
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2. Information: For all scientists 
 

It is not our intension to tell you what to do in any shape or form. But we do want to direct your 

thought processes in a positive direction. In spite of all your scientific insights, your thought 

processes are still backward. The curriculum is snowed under with all sorts of long superseded and 

no longer applicable theories and assumptions. Your strange love for old, dusty things makes it 

impossible for you to cut loose from them with the required generosity. You do not have the 

courage to make decisions of real consequence.  

 

• Scientists and teachers amuse themselves on all the many mistakes made by their predecessors, 

but they still revere them as pioneers.  

 

An enormous library in all the languages of this human race fills halls. Nobody is designated, or 

empowered, to remove one single work of human aerial fancies or fame-seeking insanity. 

 

• Academic arrogance grades all people according to classes and levels, whereby the results are 

tweaked in such a way that the academies come out on top.  

 

We can see inside all halls and also all hearts. But we can also peruse all private manuscripts. We 

also see the pornographic private prints and handiwork of those that wear a variety of masks in 

public they can hide their true face behind; if this was common knowledge it would cause a great 

shock amongst nations.  

 

Let us honour their proficiency. Let us remunerate their endeavours. We know what they really 

accomplish. There are a number of admirable idealists amongst them. We acknowledge the things 

that are really GOOD. But the sciences unfortunately have two sides in every respect: A sunny 

side and a shady side of a terrifying darkness.    

 

You academics – as you like to call yourselves – have sworn a faithful oath to only believe what is 

included in the curriculum of universities. Nobody is allowed to trespass against this tradition, 

otherwise they will be persecuted, ostracised and expunged as the sciences’ heretics. 

 

Every student that has passed his exams is a moving, living book wherein not one single syllable 

may be crossed out or erased even if mistakes therein have been corrected a long time ago. One 

consequently believes to have mastered superstitions – and one avows to the scientific theory of 

absolute death, absolute transitoriness. 

 

We are not about to repeat that we have conquered this mistake long ago, that we have been aware 

for more than 10,000 years that things are actually different. But we do want to admonish you to 

give this more thought than in the past and to not use your scientific traditions, that seemed to be 

protected by some antiquity protection order, as a measuring stick.  

 

How arrogantly you judge this dangerous word “superstition”.  If you only knew how ridiculous 

this makes you look. -   

 

All you highly educated scholars who do not want to believe in any supernatural phenomena, why 

do you behave like children on New Year’s Eve?5 Why do you even try to investigate the future? 

 
5 For instance to gain glimpses of the future by “lead pouring”. A German New Year’s custom. 
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Why are you so superstitious in every possible way? – What a contrast to your usual rejections! 

 

Just how difficult it is to distance oneself from false convictions can be verified with one single 

word of the new age. You selected the word “atom” for an alleged, smallest indivisible physical 

unit for instance. But you know now that such a unit does not exist, because its final dissolution 

and transformation would lead you into GOD’S regions. But in spite of this insight, you still 

adhere to this connotation with timid awe of something incomprehensible. The word “atom” 

continues to serve the sciences even if it has been outdated long ago – and nobody dares to change 

it. 

 

• All concepts in regards to the immortality of the soul have therefore also been outdated long 

ago, but you like prefer the finality of death. You stick with dangerous old traditions so that you 

will not lose your crown.  

• One is not prepared to admit under any circumstances that one has learned almost half of 

one’s academic knowledge for nothing.  

 

Why do your students of physics fear the word GOD? Because they cannot use it without having 

their professor raise his eyebrows, without having a frown on his forehead and without making a 

dismissive gesture.  

 

An atheistic lecture based on mimicry and gestures is more impressive than a lengthy dissertation.  

 

But how can these falsely orientated students ever hope to comprehend the universe and its 

momentous LAWS of EXISTENCE? – They will thoughtlessly commit any perjury, even in 

GOD’S name, because it no longer has meaning for them.  

 

But what have you done to the concept of “soul”?  

 

You tried to eradicate this concept with a real flair for mental acrobatics. You look for all 

intelligence and perception processes within the physical brain. It might be a mystery to you, but 

you still have a healthy respect for the incredible achievements that take place within its tissues.  

This is even according to our scientific insight quite correct, but it does not provide the final 

analyses in regards to the human existence.  

 

The whole physical human being, with all its organs, with its flesh and blood, with all its bones 

and nerves, well actually with every individual cell, has an exact PARALLEL, a model, a matrix 

that passively clings to its physical makeup, but at the same time guarantees the individual 

existence of this human being, that is to say, becomes active the moment the dying process has 

been completed to then take control of all of the discarded body’s functions.  

 

• One’s mental energy and intelligence, including one’s consciousness, moves from the visible to 

the invisible body. An assessment with an associated energy exchange, similar to infusions.6  

 

Only INTELLIGENCE can concentrate on a goal and then strive for it according to a plan. 

Nature without INTELLIGENCE cannot have a goal; because it doesn’t possess its own will. It is 

guided from outside.     

 

 
 

6 Infusoria [lat.] (ciliates, amoeba), collective term for small, single-celled organisms that develop through the infusion of plant materials. 

(Particularly flagellates and ciliophora) 
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When we observe you we feel as if we’re entering a world that is purely inhabited by immature 

children. You seem to lack PARENTS. Why don’t you adopt the basic rules of judicious thought 

processes? – But you invented a plethora of rules of games instead – but the games you play are 

either false or dangerous.  

 

• There is not one single speck of dust and not one single power resource throughout the 

universe that is not spiritually guided, that is to say, guided by a relevant INTELLIGENCE.  

 

We will give you just one single paradigm to teach you what we mean. It deals with the 

spermatozoa of a human being. You dealt with this in detail. You assume that it contains all 

heredity laws and life’s vital force. I am talking about the theory of chromosomes.7  

 

This tiny cell does not contain one single LAW; it is only a vegetative relay that reacts to mental, 

immaterial COMMANDS. This tiny, divine RELAY reacts the moment it receives a mental 

impulse. It divides in two. – There are now two divine RELAYS and there is an immediate 

difference between them already, because each relay is guided by a different vital spirit. Such a 

vital spirit is akin to one of GOD’S living robots. This is the only way we can explain this to you 

in your own language, because our thought processes must be summarised in your language. (This 

transmission was difficult to understand and this is why it was kept very short.) 

 

This is how around 8 billion RELAYS with around 8 billion vital spirits come into being that 

monitor all the functions of the human body. These are tiny robots and they act exactly according 

to the CREATOR’S will. – There are however also trillions of vital spirits that control other forms 

of physical matter. He who successfully influences these tiny intelligences with his own 

intelligence and will power makes physical matter his servant, he can change it.8  

 

The human soul is also a system of billions of spirit PARTICLES, all of them carry out various 

functions and they compliment and support one another like a whole nation, like a whole 

humanity. No individual particle can say: “I am not happy with my ASSIGNMENT. For instance, 

I would like to be a heart particle, but I am only a particle involved with movement.” But woe, if 

there is no HARMONY and no UNITY within the whole system, a revolution will then take place 

within the soul that will have dire consequences, because the body is guided by the soul. 

(Psychosomatic)  

 

It is wonderful and eternally interesting to explore everything properly. You however remain stuck 

in a scientific dead end, because you stumble over a biblical God that has nothing in common with 

the TRUE CREATOR. We only try to encourage you to think better – and if you follow our 

advice, you will reap incredible FELICITY.  
 

 
7 Chromosomes [kro…; Greek] (nuclear loops), Thread-like structures within the nucleus of every cell (with the exception of prokaryotes [bacteria 

and blue algae], that carry the genes that consist of the DNA that is responsible for the conferment of the characteristics defined within the various 
genetic materials of the dividing cell and the resulting daughter cells. Chemically speaking, they mainly consist of chain-like, consecutively 

switched DNA strands that form nucleotides, basic proteins and non basic proteins with enzyme characteristics. Chromosomes are duplicated 

(identically reproduced) in identical length units (chromatids) before every cell division. During mitosis they condense through a number of 
spiralisations into acutely defined, under the microscope clearly visible objects if defined through basic dyes. These units of lengths are then 

separated from one another during mitosis and exactly distributed between the two daughter cells. The totality of chromosomes of a nucleus, 

respectively a cell is called a chromosome set. One differentiates between normal chromosomes (autosomes) and sex-chromosomes (heterosomes). 
Two identical examples of chromosomes are usually present within the nucleus of each cell. These two chromosomes of a pair are called homolog 

chromosomes. The diploid body cells of a human being contain 46 chromosomes and they are divided into 22 pairs of autosomes according to form 

and gene pool (chromosomes 1-22, divided into groups A-G) and a pair of sex chromosomes (XX with females, XY with males). Meiosis or 
reduction division creates (haploids) germ cells (ova, sperm) and they contain 22 autosomes and 1 sex chromosome. (X or Y chromosome) 
8 One can assume that ASHTAR SHERAN want to say that every atom is mentally controlled, that is to say, obeys an INTELLIGENCE the 

CREATOR created for this specific purpose. 
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The whole welfare and woe of mankind here on this planet lies in the hands and is the 

responsibility of the sciences and not – as one mistakenly assumes – in the hands of politics.  

 

• No doctorate and no mortar board will turn you into a WISE PERSON, only your loyalty to 

GOD and HIS CREATION will do this. 

 

Terrestrial science never even managed to answer mankind’s question in regards to the 

MEANING of LIFE. We are not about to adjudicate over this, we prefer to tell you this ourselves. 

The sciences have consciously avoided this question, because the moment one begins to 

contemplate this one inevitable gains faith in GOD and this is why one prefers to reject all such 

contemplations; because you are not comfortable with a true faith in GOD, certainly not on a 

scientific basis. It would bring everything crashing down.  

 

What is the meaning of man’s earthly existence? 

 

Man is here on this planet to learn and to demonstrate that he is capable of dealing with an 

entrusted possession of immense proportions in a conscientious and thoughtful fashion. If he 

abuses, damages or destroys this possession, thereby verifying that he abused the trust GOD 

placed in him, the divine LAW ensures that he will re-experience lower levels of existence and 

undergo further examinations. Only once he has turned into GOD’S trusted co-worker, an honest 

administrator and trustee of physical matter, will he be entrusted with HIGHER ASSIGNMENTS 

in the CREATION PROCESS within the great universe. This is the meaning of life within one’s 

physical existence.  

 

The universe is arranged in a way that coercion is never applied – unless this coercion springs 

from a negative intelligence. Every human being therefore has his or her own free will. All human 

beings can however be provided with some support that will guide them in the right direction.  

 

We, from ANOTHER PLANET, also do not force you; we only guide you in the right direction. 

We recommend that you take a scientific step in the direction we indicated to you as soon as 

possible. International co-operation can decide to bring about the total destruction of all the 

negative and antiquated states and university libraries so that the younger generation can find 

space within its soul for positive INSIGHTS and positive KNOWLEDGE.    

 

When students leave their respective academy, they are cramped full of a plethora of numbers, 

data and theories that are useless and only curtail their own logic. This alleged store of 

knowledge, that is only a heap of refuse, mentally incapacitates them. There are naturally also 

positive insights amongst them that will help them. The curriculum taught at universities stands at 

about 50/50 in regards to its value. Students therefore accept the greatest mistakes at face value, 

but will accuse anyone who wants to clarify these mistakes of being a fraud.9 This represents a 

case of stagnation of dangerous proportions! – We admonish you urgently!   

 

Our most important DOCTRINE is: 

 

• An intelligent CREATION stems from an intelligent CREATOR. 

• Organic life stems from an organism. 

• The SPIRIT however stems from a SPIRIT FATHER. 

• Consciousness stems from a SUPER CONSCIOUSNESS. 

 
9 Ever since the sciences came into being, no other institution has indeed erred more. 
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• A terrestrial realm stems from an EXTRATERRESTRIAL REALM. 

• Light stems from the sun. 

• ENLIGHTENMENT stems from GOD. 

• Matter stems from an ENERGY SPENDER. 

• The ORIGINAL SPIRIT is the summary of all existing things. 

• Everything that exists has its ORIGIN, scientific thought processes will naturally lead back to 

this ORIGIN. The ORIGIN is the CREATOR.    

 

Our doctrine, which represents a philosophy or theory, therefore is: 

 

 That everything that moves and improves, ergo intelligently controlled, 

stems from INTELLIGENCE. It is the MANUFACTURER. Everything that 

exists is the MANUFACTURED.  

 
 
UFO-Contact on the 13th of June 1961, at 11:00 am 
 

PEACE THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSE! 

 

MAY PEACE BE WITH YOU! 

 

One cannot only look at planet Earth and use it as the measure of all things. One has to take the 

whole universe into consideration. 

 

Your intelligence is neither visible nor measurable; it only makes an appearance through its active 

expression via the physical body. But once consciousness is no longer able to express itself 

through one’s own instrument, it is rejected. This mistake is childish ignorance; just because 

intelligence is not capable of expressing itself in a terrestrial fashion doesn’t mean that its 

existence has been abrogated. But it is certainly possible that such a consciousness can 

communicate through an alien, psychic instrument in many cases, even if only to a limited 

degree.10  

 

After observing you for thousands of years, our experience tells us just where the actual focus of 

your mistake is that hinders you from making real progress: Terrestrial man’s genetic basis is 

organised in such a way that he is not inclined to admit the mistakes he committed. As soon as his 

mistakes are publicly criticised, he defends himself with a plethora of illogical lies. This 

behaviourism is more than just ignorance; it is aptly described with the word stupidity. (Original 

sin?)  

 

You apply the wrong definitions in regards to stupidity (from a false perspective). This mistake is 

on no account harmless. It should certainly not be underestimated. On the contrary – it is so 

dangerous that one can equate stupidity with the greatest of dangers to all human beings and to the 

whole divine CREATION. This is the real reason why we make such an enormous effort to reach 

you in order to bring an end to this dangerous stupidity before it endangers the whole solar system. 

 

Your experts and psychologists have not taken this enormous fact into consideration in this sense. 

One simply states: “This person is dumb or retarded”. One therefore believes that this person is 

inferior and therefore only plays an insignificant role in his terrestrial existence. The dumb are not 

 
10 For instance through a human medium. 
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taken serious, because one does not give their intelligence credit. Mistake! 

 

• Stupidity utilises intelligence in a negative, wrong way.  

 

Stupidity can be extremely diplomatic, knows no scruples and no insight will arrest it. It rejects 

GOD, it is maliciously after body and soul, destroys everything, well even itself. It wages all wars, 

builds the best technical instrument for wars, invents nuclear bombs, weaves dangerous webs over 

the whole globe and bluffs the sciences with ingenious subtleness.  

  

• Stupidity, in its boundless inconsiderateness and negativity, predominates all terrestrial 

philosophies and alleged cleverness and there is no other protection from it than to play the 

highest trump card the universe possesses, namely the ABSOLUTE KNOWLEDGE in regards 

to GOD, HIS structure and HIS whole ORGANIZATION.   

 

Without this insight, stupidity will always be the victor over this Earth and all its inhabitants. 

 

Stupidity is the highest possible sophistication and mendacity of human intelligence that is abused 

by one’s own soul. 

 

• Stupidity beats the smart one in battle and the smart one will be the loser.  

• Stupidity within the sciences gives politics the impetus for political strife.  

• Stupidity in politics slays all those that cannot defend themselves without scruples. 

• Stupidity is a superlative unwillingness to not seriously deal with one’s spiritual existence.  

 

Every stupid person is highly dangerous and an enemy of all of physical existences even if he 

studied all the sciences. He employs every scientific and philosophical or technological insight for 

the destruction of all positive progress.  

 

• Every sophisticated or simple crime is due to stupidity. 

• Every scientific mistake is due to stupidity. 

• Every political blunder is due to stupidity. 

• Every church dogma is due to stupidity. 

• Every superstition is due to stupidity. 

• Every denial of our true existence is due to stupidity.  

 

We cannot free you from these fetters unless your own will to do so is present. We can only point 

things out to you the way CHRIST did before us. We can only hope that we find people amongst 

you who love us and who then support us.    

 

We proclaimed GOD’S wishes on Mount Sinai. We proclaimed CHRIST’S wishes at Fatima. But 

all of these MESSAGES, accompanied by the most glorious phenomena, have been falsified, 

destroyed or locked away by GOD’S alleged servants here on Terra. The phenomenon of their 

proclamation was exploited for autocratical purposes. But where a distant TRUTH left a gap 

behind, one unscrupulously introduced a dogma.  

 

The sciences stand autocratically and arrogantly by theology. They do not have the courage to 

censure their mendacious brother, because there is no difference between them in regards to the 

untruths about divine CONCERNS as the sciences also quickly come up with a complicated 

dogma in place of the rejected TRUTH. The sciences are however the teachers of nations. 
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Mankind shows blind faith in the sciences – and when they solemnly declare: “There is no life 

after death”, hardly anyone dares to doubt this assertion. An assertion is however no serious 

assessment by a long way. We proclaim to you that this dogma is an enormous and dangerous 

mistake.  

 

The words we proclaim are GOD’S WORDS and they are the absolute explanation for the whole 

universe. 

 

Those that doubt this are either people without an own opinion or they are stupid. As I said before, 

stupidity is the most dangerous enemy of all positive existences.  

 

• The sciences and theology do not differ in their intentions, only in the way they interpret things. 

 

According to divine LAWS, SEEKERS of GOD are supported first and not atheists. All of you 

have no inkling of how many genuine SEEKERS of GOD you’ll find amongst communists. A 

diabolical, powerful system tries to take their FAITH in GOD away.  

 

• However those that have found the TRUTH ought to pass it on to the next seeker of GOD with 

pure LOVE in their heart.  

 

The maxims of our SCIENCES are:  

 

 RECOGNISE GOD FIRST AND THEN YOURSELF, BEFORE YOU 

TRY TO RECOGNISE ALL THE OTHER THINGS, OTHERWISE YOU 

WILL COME TO THE WRONG CONCLUSIONS. 

 

 REMEMBER: ALL MISJUDGEMENTS THREATEN YOUR LIFE AND 

THAT OF THE WORLD AND YOUR VERY EXISTENCE. 

 

The sciences have their pundits. They all emerge after years of studying. Apart from spirit 

INTELLIGENCES, nobody can look into their hearts. Nobody amongst the populace can accuse 

them of being dumb. Even if these pundits were taught only lies and mistakes, they are taboo, 

untouchable because their incontestable wisdom is in black and white. Not only nations bow to 

this academic hegemony, but all kings and their ministers also.  

 

When a scientist voices his own opinion, when he enunciates an assumption for instance, his 

assumption is regarded the result of scientific research and accordingly disseminated.  

 

But when a scientist gains a real insight, one that opposes the state’s interests, it is kept under 

wraps and then gradually extirpated.  

 

These are all things we must heavily criticise. 

 

Doctors know for instance that smoking is a serious crime. But they also smoke – and like all the 

others – gradually go to rack and ruin. The dangerous influence of nicotine on man’s blood vessels 

also impairs the performance of the brain. Doctors and medical researchers however do not know 

that the brain imparts its performances to the spirit body after death.  

 

What happens then? – 
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3. Information: For all theologians 
 

All of GOD’S servants on this planet have great privileges and they concern their determinations 

in regards GOOD and evil. They also determine in regards to GOD and the devil.  

 

When the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT GOD sends HIS COMMISSARIES to you in order to bring you 

a revelation, priests will have the last word and their judgment will almost always be: “Those that 

deal with this are heretics and are condemned.”  

 

The same judgment is also made in our case. It is passed by all those that know the least about our 

existence and by those that place more importance in a printed word within old deliverances than 

one single word of an angel that comes to you today.  

 

What exactly is wrong with your faith?  

 

I don’t just mean the Christian religion, I speak about the general contemplation and 

summarisation of GOD. I have mentioned this mistake a number of times before and I was pleased 

to see my words translated into other languages. I thank all co-operators that endeavour to find a 

sensible and logical religion. The bible is unfortunately not a good basis for such a psycho-

science.  

 

• You do not require a bible in your world, but only a simple divine PRIMER. 

 

Almost all people on this Earth know that they are incredibly powerless, because death is always 

just around the corner. They all know that they are on a downward slide in spite of all their 

accomplishments. As nobody is able to arrest mankind’s descent, one thoughtlessly indulges in all 

kinds of sins in order to find what one erroneously calls life’s felicitousness in this precarious 

existence. You want to enjoy life to the maximum without taking others into consideration 

because you fear that it may be too late by tomorrow or the day after. – Mistake!  

       

Poor mankind! 

 

The whole world’s theology has falsely indoctrinated you for thousands of years. GOD’S 

preachers are unfortunately not informed and find themselves sitting in darkness with the rest of 

mankind with one exception, which is not even 1%. 

 

• When one mentions armament one can say: It’s a shame about all this money that is being 

spent on murdering people.  

• When one mentions theology one can say: It’s a shame about all this money that is being spent 

on murdering souls.  

 

They both tie in with one another and can no longer be separated, because this whole affair is 

basically on the wrong track.  

 

People transfer their insincere customs to all cultic institutions on Earth. They do not behave like 

god fearing people, but like absolute idiots. They will eventually ask themselves why the most 

eminent powers of the universe do not help. They can however help, the way they help us – and 

they way they also helped CHRIST.  
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• CHRIST’S death was not GOD’S WISH, but the wish of theologians!  

We find the things you on Earth come up with in regards to sedatives, to save yourselves from a 

dire situation, incredible. These biblical pills do not help you. World communism is correct in this 

respect. Theology brewed up a cocktail of poisons. Theology is to blame for the fact that mankind 

turns to atheism in order to save itself from this poison, at least during one life on Earth.  

 

When a law is enacted there must also be a legislator– and a power that enforces this law. This 

power behind all terrestrial laws is the state. It has the power and it procures respect. Who 

amongst you would entertain the thought of praying to the state, of falling down on their knees to 

gain forgiveness for all their sins? Theology behaves like that. It demands unnatural behaviourism 

from people and present them with something abnormal through its priestly cult. The reality is that 

every theological orientation is just as greedy for money and fanatical as any state or political 

party institution.  

 

Now listen up! CHRIST also said that those with ears should listen: 

 

• Man is not a terrestrial being. 

• Man is not just physical matter. 

• Man is a universal being, spread all over the cosmos according to his development. 

• Man is in no way superior to woman, because a woman, respectively, a female being has 

assignments and endowments man does not possess. Each to his own.  

• Mentally challenged priests have spread mistakes about man’s creation and the story about 

Adam’s rib in the name of Moses.  

• Man is not creation’s crowning glory. He could be so one day. The crowning glory of creation 

is for the time being still the HEAVENLY HOST.  

• Man’s likeness to GOD only consists in his special ability to perceive and to think specifically. 

We are dealing with characteristics here that can be tied to an organism, but that can also exist 

without one.  

• When a person dies, it leaves the physical matter it was attached to. 

• Man does not have to wait for years for his resurrection and it matters not whether he was good 

or evil.  

• When the soul leaves the physical body, “Judgment Day” is already at hand, namely the first 

day of its spiritual existence and it also presents all the physical attributes of another frequency 

to the senses. 

• The kind of spiritual existence lived on the other side is determined by its terrestrially advanced 

development.  

• The otherworldly awakening takes various forms and it depends on the length of the terrestrial 

life, the way a person died or the level of its spiritual development. The difference can be 

between one hour and up to one year.      

 

Well, my dear theologians take a look around any place of internment! What nonsense is written 

on gravestones!! – I say to you: This is atheism in all its forms. A pious person can have the best 

of resolutions. But when he visits one of these places, his whole faith in GOD, with its associated 

trust, flies out the window. Observe a funeral to see what I mean. We are deeply distressed by 

such despair that is so common place with you. Bitter tears of desperation flow freely – followed 

by palsies and terrible maledictions, well sometimes even suicide. All of this is the result of 

complete ignorance and uncertainty of all of theology. GOD and his ANGELS may continue to 

exist according to your conceivability. Man however lays under the ground or only consists of a 
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pile of ash, but you are not interested in what happens to his soul, the CORE and the life of his 

existence. If GOD is willing, or if it pleases CHRIST, the departed may one day arise from his 

grave. – 

 

What a mistake! 

 

Nobody arises from his grave, CHRIST was the only one. A funeral or a gravesite is an object-

lesson in regards to complete hopelessness, a betrayal of confidence in GOD and the immortality 

of the human EGO. This is no indoctrination, neither for the people nor their leaders. Almost all 

great politicians believe that nothing of them will remain after their demise. Afflicted with this 

mistaken assumption, a political leader can never assume the right kind of responsibility on behalf 

of his nation nor on behalf of GOD and the spiritual realm.  

 

You theologians who have taken on responsibility for spreading the divine TRUTH, you 

yourselves conceived these nonsensical inscriptions on gravestones.  

 

• Here in God rests… 

• Here sleeps eternally… 

• Rest in peace… 

• Entered eternal peace… and the like.  

 

(Contact interrupted. – Something did get through) 

 

… what eerie, sadistic fantasy about the august going home of a soul! 

 

Almost everybody knows that all of mankind on this planet is heavily encumbered by sins. The 

Christian church believes that it knows how fast and how confidently one can extricate oneself 

from these sins. 

 

We do not have a confession, we only have the TRUTH. CHRIST did not found a confession and 

HE never intended to do so. HE only taught GOD’S LAWS and amended Hebrew traditions. What 

should the people on Earth abide by, maybe by confessions that teach different religions? Who 

really believes in alleged truths with differences and various points of views, with different 

dogmas and aberrant ritual laws? I say to all of you: It is only those that speculate on how to get to 

HEAVEN in the most comfortable and most worriless way. 

 

What a terrible mistake! 

 

We can hear these people pray: “Dear GOD, I would like to be absolved from all of my sins, 

because CHRIST took all of mankind’s sins upon himself. In as far as I might commit other sins, 

they can also be charged to HIS account, because HE already atoned for all our sins.” – How on 

Earth could they invent such a dogma? Theology still makes the greatest mistake they could 

possibly make even now.  

 

• How can one thrust the combined burden of sins of many generations of all of mankind on 

Earth onto one divine TEACHER who SPEAKS on GOD’S behalf?  

 

I searchingly say to you:  

 

• CHRIST is not a scapegoat for mankind on Earth! 
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I can say this with a clear conscience, because I personally know him. 

• Only the TRUTH can be your salvation – but you do have to accept it in the first place.  

 

The moment the sciences at universities avow to accept and to teach this TRUTH, all of mankind 

will march towards salvation. However I know for a fact that theology regards all university 

sciences as their sworn enemies. 

 

• All OF NATURE’S TRUTHS are GOD’S TRUTH. 

 

This is why I give theologians this well-meant advice: 

 

Unite yourselves with university sciences and give them the full responsibility for the augustness 

of the NATURAL SCIENCES’ spiritual existence. You theologians better deal with GOD’S new 

revelations, because they are up-to-date, adapted to today’s demands and accordingly 

comprehensible and vital in regards to your terrestrial development.  

 

• 70% of the bible is however a dead and dusty fanaticism under the guise of the true, divine 

REALITY, outdated long ago.   

 

UFO-Contact on the 25th of June 1961, at 10:15 am 
 

Many theologians are of the opinion that the present world situation is a development that GOD 

tolerates, because HE could change it any way HE cared through HIS ALMIGHTINESS. -   

 

Mistake! 

 

GOD gave this planet to terrestrial mankind as a gift. One can do as one pleases with gifts. The 

donator no longer has anything to do with the gift, but certainly with the universe. But when 

terrestrial mankind distains or maliciously destroys this gift, other planets and cosmic coherencies 

are terribly disturbed and the donator is terribly mortified into the bargain.  

 

GOD therefore does not interfere with this Earth in order to guide it in a different direction. He 

leaves it up to the whole human race to bring about a change by itself. The WORLD of SPIRIT 

and the SANTINER do however point out all mistakes to you.  

 

But if a situation should arise where parts of the universe are endangered, we would intervene with 

all possible means at our disposal. Theses means are however so formidable that we would be able 

to thwart your plans of destroying the world without damaging the universe in the process, as it 

might happen otherwise.  

 

This is a major threat. We do however know that threats no longer impress you. This is why we 

mention the bible you’re so familiar with to you. Sodom and Gomorrah were in our eyes only 

small experiments. A few thousand years have passed in the mean time and the first shot from a 

musket has turned into a hydrogen bomb.    

 

I mentioned this already number of years ago: GOD raised HIS hand. We perceived this gesture 

and we made preparations for any eventuality. The messieurs theologians should not believe for a 

moment that we are a joke they can heartily laugh about. Day X will wipe the smile off their faces 

before anybody else’s – and they will howl like wolves. – Terrestrial theologians have no idea 
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what religion is really all about. Every type of god veneration on this planet represents an 

inconceivable distortion and deformation of the divine MAJESTY and TRUTH to us.  

As far as we are concerned, Red Communism is correct in saying that one cannot depend on GOD 

and that one has to help oneself. You do actually have to help yourselves. We also have to help 

ourselves. ENTITIES and human souls living in the spiritual realm must also help themselves. But 

this doesn’t exclude a knowledgeable person from supporting and indoctrinating the uninformed. 

Spiritual support comes in many guises, but very specifically through the power of inspiration and 

through so-called magic or occult powers. We will now tell you what religion really is, even 

though we know that arrogant theologians will not give the slightest credence to our references 

and admonitions.  

 

• But certain things will happen on this planet in a number of years from now, that will force all 

of mankind to fall back on every single word of our MESSAGES. You will then be happy to be 

at least able to turn back the clock in this way. The NEW AGE will give you something to do.  

 

Our religion is based in the most eminent sciences. Our religion is therefore no faith, no theory, no 

philosophy, no assumption, no speculation, no empty promise and no fantasy.  

 

Your religion completely lacks a natural scientific basis, it only basis itself on old scriptures that 

report about GOD, CHRIST and similar experiences. The things these biblical prophets and 

scribes reported about pertain to the generation living at that time. It was, compared to our times, 

relatively primitive and inexperienced and uneducated in regards to the sciences. The prophets and 

scribes were not better of in this regards either.  
 

 

10:55am: UFO-contact breaking up… 

 

Communication interrupted, therefore unintelligible. 

 

11:05am: Continuation: 

 

 

Your religion does not promote a heartfelt veneration of GOD and HIS CREATION, which 

includes the whole universe. You only base your faith on old scriptures that can be historically 

verified. These scriptures do not contain one single scientific explanation about GOD’S existence, 

the existence of ANGELS or spiritual HELPERS and not for the phenomena contained within 

either. Miracles are referred to with orgiastic words and canticles. Miracles however cannot be 

understood and are therefore ascribed to fantasy.  

 

What is a miracle? 

 

I can tell you: This word does not make any sense whatsoever and should therefore not be part of 

any language throughout the universe. You can also acknowledge right away that all religions on 

your planet are completely without merit if their subject matter is based on miracles.  

 

• Neither GOD nor ANGELS nor ASTRAL BEINGS nor phenomena are miracles. There are only 

scientific occurrences and divine LEGALITIES.  

 

All you priests and scribes, all of you can stick your noses and eyes into all the books of your 

human history; you will not be able to extricate yourselves from your narrow-minded circles, if 

you believe in “divine miracles”, in something “unnatural” you do not have one single sensible 
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word of explanation for than the fatuous definition: “One just has to believe in it.” – Sun-

worshippers were way ahead of you in this respect; because they revered a visible vitality, not a 

miracle, but a visible existence, a part of divine CREATION. This sun-worshipping cult was 

however also evil. 

 

• We SANTINER also venerate life. It is the visible evidence of the divine EXISTENCE to us. Life 

is to us the best message and conviction and therefore GOD’S representative.  

 

Will there ever be a person born without parents?  

 

Who were the parents of the first people ever born?  

 

GOD gave them life and HE gave them all the powers and LAWS as well as all the organs of 

reproduction. GOD however cut the UMBILICAL CORD – and this made them independent, but 

they disown their majestic ancestry.  

 

In which church do you revere life?  

 

Because the SANTINER heavily criticise the bible and religions, we naturally also asked the 

spiritual realm and our MESSENGERS of LIGHT. We received the following important 

supplements from this region: 

 

Question : Who is most to blame for the ignorance of the people on Earth in regards to their 

spiritual existence?  

 

ARGUN : It is those that have the knowledge, but out of egotistical interests or because of 

egotistical cowardice keep it to themselves. 

 

  Those people, they could be scientists or sometimes occupy the highest positions 

within mankind’s leaderships, can be in possession of all relevant evidence in regards 

to the psycho-sciences and be completely convinced about its validity. But if they do 

not possess a decent character, they keep the TRUTH to themselves and falsely 

inform the public in spite of this. They betray GOD and the public believes them, 

because they have a prominent name.  

 

Question : The bible contains reports of experiences and processes that rather encourage you to 

doubt than believe its contents.  

 

ARGUN : Some of these reports are true and other reports are pure inventions.  

 

  People have always been inclined to exaggerate. This particularly applies when one is 

dealing with uncommon sensations. The sensations of that time were therefore also 

extremely exaggerated. This also applies to miracle healings, respectively to bringing 

the dead back to life.  

 

• CHRIST did not walk on water, but he could abrogate gravity, however only at a 

specific location and without moving from this location.  

 

Question : Who brought the name of “GOD” into disrepute?  
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ARGUN : Those people that have the knowledge and are therefore fully trusted by the rest of 

mankind. They collect everything for themselves and they do not pass it on. They do 

however not talk about GOD, but about Mother Nature and they omit the word 

“divine”.  

 

  These people did not find the SOUL and this is why they do not want to know 

anything about it. But if they were to apply logic and utilise their own mind, they 

would have to find out that the soul represents their feelings. 

 

• Feeling can however not be found within the body, they are a reflection of the soul. 

 

  But one day, when mankind’s hour X strikes, people will know that they have a soul 

and it will then be generally acknowledged. Nobody will then doubt man’s existence 

after death, ergo also not the existence of the immortal soul.  

 

• The extraordinarily important ascertainment of the surviving soul is actually the 

most important issue of our time. 

 

  One is of the opinion that one cannot really believe in it and this is why one has to 

provide a little encouragement. The SANTINER will do this for us. They will 

continuously verify that the soul represents the divine PARTICLE that holds 

everything together, namely physical matter and eternity. 

 

The COSMIC TEACHER ASHTAR SHERAN continues: 

 

We know your development better than your history books describe it. We therefore also know 

that the major religious denominations, ergo the might of the church, utilised coercion in order to 

consolidate and disseminate their dogmatic faith. The power of the church usurped the political 

sceptre and pursued their aim of domination in regards to the sciences also. The representatives of 

the sciences eventually had enough of this arbitrary domination and separated with memorable 

rancour from any theological interference. – This war hatchet has never been buried!    

  

The university sciences endeavour with all available energy to devitalise every illogical or 

incomprehensible passage in the bible in order to verify that all of theology, as well as all religious 

denominations, are part of an illogical, human fantasy. – A nationally determined tolerance allows 

them to regard religion a philosophy, but not an empirical science.  

 

What the universities’ representatives did was in one respect correct, but in another respect a great 

injustice; because they never made the slightest effort to search for the TRUTH and to place it in 

place of its deformations. The scriptures were wiped from scientific blackboards sentence by 

sentence, so it has remained black for the future.  

 

• GOD represents a scientific existence of enormous beauty, clarity and miscellaneousness. One 

cannot simply replace this bodacious existence with a number of theories.  

 

It is quite incredible to us, well actually to humanities of large parts of the universe, why your 

universities are so afraid of this wonderful science. This assignment does not just belong to 

theology, but into the lecture rooms that are visited by students that want to be leaders and 

archetypes of a cosmic humanity. Can you imagine the kind of contempt one would show you, if 

you were lucky enough to succeed in undertaking such a journey? You should give this some 
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thought sometimes. – 

 

No other cosmic race would want to have to deal with an ungodly lot. Only we and our MISSION 

make an exception. The major religious churches must implicitly fight against their own obstinacy 

and they ought to: 

 

• Preferably work hand in hand with the university sciences. 

• Indicate the fundamental importance of undertaking research in regards to divine affairs.  

• Scientifically secure everybody’s faith. 

• Make a contribution in regards to turning parsimonious terrestrial man into a really divine 

COSMIC HUMAN BEING.  

 

Terrestrial man ought not be lied to, falsely orientated or misled, but should hear the TRUTH 

about his existence in a way he can comprehend and in a way that gives him the confidence to 

believe in a spiritual HEAVEN he is eternally a part of. 

 

• Terrestrial mankind knows or senses that the major religious denominations are not in 

possession of the TRUTH. This is why they have no faith in them and therefore also no faith in 

GOD.   

 

Untrue dogmas of the church have led in most cases to a situation that produces the conviction in 

the seeker of the truth that an eternal GOD might exist, but that one only lives until one dies. 

Arriving at this point, people are then misled with the hope that depending on GOD’S judgment or 

fancy, they might one day be awakened to a new life at an imaginary point in time and without 

assignation or as sinners, enter eternal damnation from whence there is no salvation.  

 

• The nonsense of eternal damnation is a mistake that deters all rationality to deal with a 

supernatural existence at all.  

 

 

UFO-Contact on the 25th of June 1961, at 1:45pm 
 

• You should make this physical world even more beautiful and not ugly. Only those that practise 

this can be called upon to perform greater CREATIVE ASSIGNMENTS within GOD’S PLAN. 

 

The New Age ought to bring about a change to the way this Earth looks. All terrestrial cities ought 

to change for the better. Terrestrial people11 ought not have to live in slums, but in places that are 

airy and sunlit.  

 

• Every change is preceded by a thought process.  

 

We come to you to guide your thought processes in a positive direction. Communications between 

us always existed; it is certainly nothing special, no abnormal form.  

 

It is imperative that all the many traditions must be cleared away, because they are the basic evil 

that stands in the way of all innovations and all higher development. Terrestrial man prefers to 

surrender his life to surrendering his physical property. But they forget in the process that man’s 

 
11 ASHTAR SHERAN always talks about terrestrial people. It seems that he makes a great distinction between terrestrial man and other people in 

the universe. 
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physical body is also a precious, physical possession.  

 

Remove the CRUCIFIED from your churches, because his presence takes all feelings of warmth, 

security and trust away. A church must be a place of harmony and contentment for all and sundry. 

Your places of worship however remind us of cold morgues where dread lurks behind every wall. 

A cough causes a disturbance that reminds one of the last gasps of a dying person. Can one find a 

feeling of being comfortable here?  

 

We cannot blame all these people that do not feel comfortable in these places of worship, if they 

look for other places to renew their spirit. All that overladen pomp and ceremony does not belong 

in a church, because a church is not a museum, but a home for the soul. And then all those 

sermons from pulpits – they make you tired and they rebound like an eerie echo of threats from 

the walls.  

 

How different is all of this on our case. – A CHURCH SERVICE is a celebration, a mood akin to 

that at great, ceremonial events. There are no signs of seriousness and constraint. There is only 

joy, trust, security, beauty and augustness. Nobody wants to miss this hour of service. Those that 

leave one of our church services are full of joy and confidence for many, many days. They rejoice 

like CHRIST’S disciples on the day of their divine INSPIRATION. (Pentecost)   

 

Question : What are the major mistakes made by the Christian churches? 

 

Answer : Its responsible representatives are apt to let themselves go too often. They are not 

worthy of their office, because they are too concerned with externalities. Most of them 

lack faith themselves and that’s the crying shame about this. All they want is a secure 

income. Most of them are not actually GOD’S servants, but employees of an 

administration. The true FAITH in GOD is not an occupation, but implicitness to 

every sincere person. Herein lays the great failure of the churches and we cannot 

excuse this.  

 

Question : Will the New Age have an affect on the churches?  

 

Answer : The renewal of the EARTH will force the churches to make changes with all available 

means, because people should not be forced into believing something, they should 

have a burning desire for certainty in their faith. Terrestrial man should not suffer 

from a priestly feeling of victory over a weakling, but begin to contemplate things of 

their own accord. People up to now had the feeling that the church triumphs over their 

weakness and that they were taken by surprise by its threats and promises.        

 

 

 
For the benefit of theologians: 
 

At the apex stands GOD. HE is the origin of everything there is. HIS genesis is a mystery the 

terrestrial vocabulary is insufficiently equipped to explain. The only possible explanation in your 

language can be conceived in the following words: 

 

• There is no nothingness and nothingness has never ever existed.  

• Nothing can change without a thought process. 

• This is why GOD created sentient spiritual and physical beings – and gave them great powers. 
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• There is a spirit next to GOD who abuses his powers and his freedom through his craving for 

recognition. He wanted to but could not conform and gradually became more negative.  

• Next to GOD stand ANGELS with eminent assignments. Their numbers and their powers are 

many.  

• There are seven ANGELS (Archangels) for the region around Earth.  

• Other solar regions have other eminent ANGELS.  

• An ARCHANGEL is akin to a MINISTER. -  He plans with GOD. 

• An ANGEL however defends the divine PLANNING and helps in its realisation. 

• We SANTINER are GOD’S physical hands. We stand in the service of divine PLANNING and 

monitor its development. We are also HIS MESSENGERS.  

 

Terrestrial people could also be engaged in this MISSION once their development has progressed 

to a certain point!  

 

• There are a number of various worlds of existence: There is the world of the spirit. There is an 

intermediate world between the world of spirit and the world of matter and we are part of this 

world.  

• There is a world of negativity. 

• There is a world of positiveness. 

• There is a world of the governing FORCES, guided by enormous and powerful 

INTELLIGENCES. 

• All of these worlds possess different FREQUENCIES and even though they are separated from 

one another, they can permeate one another without interfering with one another.  

• And then there are an infinite number of spheres within all of these levels of the most 

heterogeneous developments.  

 

Terrestrial man has only traversed a minute part of these various worlds. But he now occupies a 

level in his development that captivates him, because he is too involved with physical matter. He 

is headstrong, easily offended and unreasonable.  

 

We find our efforts to indoctrinate you unimaginably difficult, because a world full of traditions 

prevents a spiritual upswing.  

 

Life offers many opportunities: Life on Earth provides the basis and a level of development for 

other, subsequent, non-material worlds, the so-called hereafter.  

 

An underdeveloped human being cannot live in perfect beauty and harmony, because he destroys 

it. This is why he has to mature to a degree, where his level of development offers the guarantee 

that he no longer attacks or defaces the beauty around him. This is one major reason why this 

terrestrial human race does not have the maturity for a higher level of existence. All of these 

serious terrestrial problems still require a lot of preparations in order to be solved.  

 

• The eminent hour of salvation will strike for this terrestrial humanity. Mankind’s greatest hour 

has already been determined. It is incorporated within GOD’S PLAN.  

• This hour connotes a day “X” in the whole development of terrestrial mankind. 

• There was already a day “X” in the past and the SANTINER participated in it. It was the day 

when the divine LEGISLATION was handed over on Mount Sinai. – They are days of great 

watersheds.  
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• There was also another greatest hour “X”, namely when CHRIST incarnated into life on Earth. 

The next greatest hour “X” will change the face of the Earth and terrestrial mankind completely.   

 

Question : Can this time be predetermined in any way? 

 

Answer : Day “X” represents a whole epoch. The great hour is however an event with an 

enormous and predetermined effect. This hour is directly connected to your space 

research. The hour is called midnight. It is nearly midnight already. We’re not allowed 

to tell you more. 

 

  We know very well that theological circles laugh about and deride our messages. 

Theologians unfortunately do not make an effort to deal with the problems UFOS 

represent. An “amen” in the bible is more important to them than one of GOD’S direct 

pointers in the sky. Theology does not have a lucid explanation for the Star of 

Bethlehem in spite of this, even though it was a spaceship. But we are also aware that 

our existence gives cause to fantastic rumours and stories. We cannot prevent such 

derailments, because we have to rigidly adhere to our assignment.  

 

  We give you some well-meant advice: Namely to severely test all these stories, to see 

whether they actually represent spiritual buttress, respectively contain some progress 

in regards to knowledge and insights. 

 

  We do not bring you “canards”, no sensationalisms, we have a meaningful explanation 

for everything unusual – or we remain silent. We do not bring one single MESSAGE 

that does not contain an important DOCTRINE or admonition. We help you through 

INDOCTRINATION.  

 

  We once again remind all theologians: Change your attitude! FAITH in GOD belongs 

with the rest of the sciences; it should take the place of philosophy. It represents the 

highest science and therefore provides the best possible insight into everything that 

exists. This science, with its best possible insight into everything that exists, has 

nothing to do with psychology; it is its own field of knowledge and requires its own, 

major faculty. 

 

  Those that take on life’s responsibilities after having studied this will be MASTERS of 

their profession. This is why theology must affiliate with the university sciences, 

because only then will it have the right to bestow symbols of honour. Theologians 

however have the task of educating people into becoming divine BEINGS as well as 

teaching them the genuine veneration of GOD in an unconstrained and sensible 

manner. 

 

  GOD’S REALM has no interest in theatrical church services. These types of tasteless 

aberrations are undesirable and only attract base cult spirits that have an unhealthy 

effect on people.  

 

• For as long this obstinacy has not been overcome, theologians will not be GOD’S 

servants.  

 

  ASHTAR SHERAN 
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4. Information: For all publicists 
 
UFO-Contact on the 26th of June 1961, at 12:15 pm 
 

The people on Earth groan under the burden of constant excitement and of fearing for the demise 

of their existence. –  

 

How do these people know about what’s going on in the world? 

 

They hear about all occurrences through the miscellaneous opportunities publications provide. 

Mankind is continuously informed and held under suspense; because publishing is not just part of 

life’s necessities, it is more than that, it represents one of the largest industries and is beyond the 

reach of politics.  

 

There is a difference between power and force: 

 

• Politics (governments) utilise force. 

• Publishers in the other hand have the power! 

 

It is always the main interest of politics to connect with the power publications represent. It alone 

picks the leaders from the masses in order to establish them on various thrones. It can however 

also make any throne unstable. The individual citizen as well as the whole nation depends on 

publications. What’s on offer is usually accepted as the truth! Only a few people deal with the 

important question of just how much truth these publications have to offer. When the material is 

incapable of satiating the human lust for sensations and curiosity, publications unscrupulously 

reach for invented sensations, for lies, as the truth is well mixed with lies at a rate of 1% truth to 

99% lies. 

 

Most publicists, particularly those that have to fill a daily quota of information, have no idea about 

the universal responsibility they bear on their shoulders – and the account they have to give the 

universe for their actions. They are atheists, socialists, party leaders and violent criminals against 

the divine HARMONY, fomenters of all wars. They work on the destruction of the world from an 

ambush.  

 

The prevailing majority of all people on Earth adores publicists. They venerate movies, the 

theatre, radio, television and many authors – and particularly the press. All of these admirers are of 

the opinion that all forms of publications possess and disseminate only the best information about 

the truth. They hold the opinion that an author must be highly educated and experienced, whereby 

most of them are the best of liars. They also believe that the press possesses an apparatus and an 

organization that is capable of detecting and researching every thought, every conversation and 

every event in all areas of the human existence. – Mistake! 

 

Publications on your planet do not have boundaries that would guarantee the truth! This is why 

this reverence and adoration of publications represents absolute idolatry, something these 

publications prepare, monitor and promote. We, GOD’S SERVANTS from another region of the 

universe, look at this terrible development that depraves all people on Earth and only leads them 

towards an abyss, with dismay.   
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• The main problem of the whole terrestrial quandary mankind can no longer extricate itself, is 

not its political leadership, but dangerous publications.  

Publications have gained the upper hand over political powers; they are more powerful than all 

cannons and all nuclear bombs. They determined the course of current events and incite contrasts 

to fight one another to the bitter end. It is not the great leaders of mankind that create the 

problems. Publications cause unrest, conflicts, racial hatred, border conflicts, the complete bedlam 

within legal concepts – and the coming into effect of agreements and serial breaches of contract in 

all areas of the human existence. Even free elections are not free, because they are determined by 

publications – and not by logical feelings of the electors that have been fed more lies than truths 

into the bargain.  

 

Publications are the actual powerful enemy of all of mankind and they have been assiduously at 

work for millennia. They represent an unsurmountable barrier on the path to UNIVERSAL 

PEACE across all frontiers. 

 

Publications have inflated their importance and are not capable of satisfying what’s requested of 

them in an honest way. This is why they invent sensations that result in difficult problems for 

mankind, because they do not have a conscience, they are ungodly and ignorant to a frightening 

degree.  

 

Millionaires live on your planet that show neither respect for any government nor any terrestrial 

law, because of the power of their fortune. These very people however fear publications, because 

they lurk like beast of prey in order to turn some trifle into a sensation to then broadcast it all over 

the world.  

 

We, coming from another planet, face no other difficulties than the surmounting of your terrestrial 

publications. They are our sworn enemy and they attack us on a daily basis in the most maleficent 

fashion. They prevent our MISSION of ELUCIDATION. 

 

Terrestrial publications poke fun at our existence, deride us and our technology and abnegate any 

sighting within your atmosphere the way they discriminate against the verified existence after 

one’s demise. Besides, publications are too inexperienced and ignorant to comprehend and accept 

our semi-material nature. The things that get in the way of your physical body do not hinder us at 

all. In contrast to you, we can actually jump over our own shadow.  

 

The daily press deals with world politics. They do not just report, they actually interfere quite 

severely with politics, even though this is not their function. They stoke the fire in other people’s 

furnace in this way and wait with sardonic glee for the moment the furnace explodes and its fire 

spreads all over the world. 

 

I visited an American editorial office. One could not perceive me, because I was wearing “Harry 

Potter’s invisibility cloak” (Siegfried’s magic hat). I was able to observe the development of a 

political news item from its origin to its conclusion. The publishing staff’s debate over this short 

news item was a hundred times greater than the actual news item. The eventual extract came from 

the debate and not from the actual news item. This resulted in a new, major problem because it 

was now in the claws of the world press and therefore embedded in the world’s opinion, whereby 

the international political leadership had to deal with the whole thing once again. It is 

unfortunately impossible to solve such problems, because they can only be overcome with divine 

LOGIC and with the highest possible INSIGHTS, but never with cigarettes and alcohol!  
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Doctors are supposed to be mankind’s helpers. They study, dissect and swear a sacred oath. – 

Journalists are meant to be fighters on behalf of human progress. But how comprehensive is their 

curriculum, their knowledge, their experience in all areas they have to report about? What kind of 

oath do they swear? Journalists are incapable of assessing things objectively most of the time, 

because they lack the required technical knowledge. They are however equipped with 

prefabricated sentences and they find application according to a specified scheme. Their actual 

occupation is to deal with people’s fears. They promote the collective inferiority complex. They 

do not act according to the divine message terrestrial mankind received: DON'T BE AFRAID! 

 

They promote fear and paint a picture of future dread with the help of their mental sadism, with all 

possible nuances. They love death and show an interest in all crimes, they do not condemn or 

avoid them, but wishfully long for them because they equate with money. Imagine the glee a great 

train disaster triggers in a newspaper company! – 

 

Only a very small percentage of the terrestrial human race believes in the devil. Journalists and 

other publishers do not believe in the devil at all, but unlike other terrestrial people, they provide 

the devil with a more direct service, namely in the guise of negatively influencing the destruction 

of all divine endeavours.  

 

 
UFO-Contact on the 25th of June 1961, at 3:00 pm 
 

The human consciousness consists of an enormous collection of experiences. These can be 

personal experiences, but also dreams and thoughts, as well as all publications absorbed by one’s 

consciousness. 

 

Have your pedagogues, the people responsible for the education and upbringing of adolescent 

youth, ever contemplated that publications of the past and the present contain materials that 

perforce bring about a situation that produces completely erroneous thought processes? 

 

No human beings are capable of thinking for themselves right from the beginning, but begin to 

absorb their environment to start with. This environment doesn’t just include their interactions 

with people and animals, with technology and other devices; of the utmost importance is the 

environment of worldwide publications that reach back to mankind’s beginnings. All historical 

lore is a part of this.  

 

Young and unexperienced people try to gain clarity in regards to the role they are to play in life. 

They come to the conclusion that they belong to a human race that changes from generation to 

generation. But the subject matter within publications does not change. The theatres, cinemas and 

many other performances deal with all the sins and crimes mankind ever committed and is still 

committing. Even the Holy Scriptures do not make an exception in this respect and this is why we 

regard most of it as unholy. 

 

Inexperienced people therefore gain the wrong conclusions in regards to the human existence. 

They see themselves being in the middle of a fight over life and death – and the experience gained 

from reading all these publications (Scripts) available to them tells them, they find that they are 

surrounded by all kinds of enemies that show no regard for their very existence. This insight leads 

to devastating conclusions. People are fully entitled to believe that they find themselves in a 

position that requires an act of extreme self-defence, the only difference being that, as individuals, 
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they are defenceless against a superior power. They do however allow themselves to be guided by 

mankind’s archetype, right back to primeval times. 

 

They think that being here on Earth means: 

 

Do not show regard for other people, because human history verifies through old traditions that all 

those that do not fight with all their might against any of mankind’s dangerous principles, will 

perish. 

 

This situation has always been exploited by all despots and all those endeavouring to gain control. 

The more people could be convinced that they were confronted by a bestial community; the easier 

it was to influence them to join a group or a party that pretended to protect them from the 

dangerous masses. -   

 

Mistake! 

 

We are familiar with the various developments of human races on a number of planets. We 

therefore believe that we are qualified to make an adjudication of you. 

 

• Individual’s fear of death and of pauperisation is exploited by an upper echelon to assist it to 

escape the faith of the endangered masses. Publications are exploited to gain this assistance 

and to paint a beautiful picture of the future that cannot be realised in most cases, because an 

unavoidable war destroys its accomplishment and all illusions about it.  

 

A healthy PEACE can never be achieved in this way! 

 

A different human race on a similar planet was successful, because it decided to utilise a GREAT 

HOUR. This human race extricated itself from a dire situation, because one did not develop a 

beautiful picture of the future and because one decided to no longer deal with insoluble problems, 

but to have the world order declare them completely negative and begin with completely fresh and 

positive assignments instead. 

 

According to GOD’S LAWS, we are not entitled to give you major instructions. You have to 

make the decisions about what really advances you, yourselves. We are however allowed to give 

you some good advice and to illuminate you in regards to certain mistakes.  

 

This is why we advice you to: 

 

Create an international centre to control all publication all around the world. A lopsided control 

by a nation within its borders is a dictatorship and against the TRUTH. But once these 

publications have passed the scrutiny of an international, super-confessional and racially 

unbiased control, many disputes will be avoided.  

 

Do not occupy yourselves with the impossible problems of disarmament, but turn to new 

INSIGHTS which are designed to make these old problems inconsequential; because all terrestrial 

endeavours of disarming violence will absolutely leave enough residues behind that the population 

remains in danger. One will never be able to eliminate a danger if the basic problem remains! The 

basic problem is however ignorance in regards to the actual, supernatural existence of man. 

 

When a cow is unwilling to produce milk, because it is hopelessly ill, no change of diet, no 
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sunshine and no other barn will help it. It is better to exchange such a cow for another, a healthy 

cow. Therefore send your destructive problems to the bottom of the ocean, preferably to the 

deepest part of the ocean. Every attempt to achieve an improvement is a meaningless endeavour 

that will only aggravate the situation. 

 

• The people on Earth lack a conjoint CENTRE of COMMON SENSE. – This guiding CENTRE 

can only be based on divine INSIGHTS. 

 

Religions and churches unfortunately do not possess it! 

 

This is why this CENTRE of COMMON SENSE must be created. It may not be torn to pieces by 

the fangs of publications that are antagonistic towards GOD.  

 

On behalf of my good NAME I guarantee you that I advise you as part of a divine ASSIGNMENT 

within a SACRED MISSION. 

 
ASHTAR SHERAN. 

 

5. Information: Concerning all artists 
 

Art is sacred and it matters not what kind of art it is. 

 

I assume that the connotation “art” stems from the concept “ability”. It is however quite decisive 

just what art this ability represents. 

 

Terrestrial art impressed us greatly. We have a very high opinion of it. I do however mean real, 

natural art, they way it came into being thousands of years ago and again a few hundred years 

ago. People were already aware in those days that art was sacred and they expressed their divine 

imaginations by adorning their temples and colossal buildings with their art. 

 

Architecture, sculpture, painting, music, gold-smithing, dance and even bloody sacrificial 

ceremonies produced bodacious results. Blood sacrifices were negative, but the people’s belief in 

conciliation seemed sacred to them. One beseeched the trained FORCES of the SPIRITUAL 

SPHERES and received all manner of HELP.  

 

The art of antiquity was therefore eminently spiritual and magic and it included the abrogation of 

terrestrial gravity. Magic supported almost all buildings of that epoch. It was able to effortlessly 

lift weights of more than 100 tons as if carried by invisible hands.  

 

CHRIST mentioned that mountains could be moved with the help of SPIRITUAL FORCES. The 

wrong translation says “faith can move mountains”. CHRIST also mentioned that a temple could 

be built in a day. He did not lie, because we can assist in its building process.  

 

What do present day artists know about this spiritual power? 

 

They know nothing, not even that art is sacred. But they free themselves from all the difficulties of 

real art by believing that it must be completely sufficient if the effect it there. They are quite happy 

to see observers shudder a little and then contemplate whether they are too dumb to understand the 

abnormal and disfigured, or whether the artist is insane.  
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• True art is supplanted by the effect. 

• Shock relaces the artist’s ability. 

• Disharmony distresses the nervous system thereby damaging body and soul. 

The more a person’s inner feelings are in turmoil the more meaningful the work seems to the 

“artist”. The stony image of man adapted to impiety. It is comparable to absurd caricatures of 

ghosts, the way completely ungodly people like to depict them.  

 

• Your so-called “abstract art” represents the total derailment of human feelings and power of 

imagination. It is nothing else but a derision of creation, well beyond that, even more so 

something negative, namely the creation of the devil. 

 

Mankind laughs about this degenerateness, but doesn’t dare to contradict those responsible art 

experts that make money from such incredible blasphemies. Well, one isn’t even ashamed of using 

taxpayer’s money for such malformations.  

 

The churches are also dumb enough to participate in such blasphemies, because they are not 

willing to defend the divine CREATION’S beauty, but pretend to be modern and contemporary. 

But when they are dealing with new revelations, they reject all contemporary admonitions! 

 

We tried to fathom whether these art experts actually believe in that kind of talent. They do not! 

Only the artists themselves believe that they have been successful in fascinating them. This applies 

to all genres of today’s so-called “modern art” and this includes music. 

 

There are still a number of people in spite of this that hold the opinion that one does not have to 

copy nature or the normal. It seems to suffice for instant that with the help of their imagination, 

people ought to comprehend just which creation the “artist” had in mind. One could otherwise 

easily invent strange and conspicuous forms.  

 

Mistake! 

 

Man may design whatever he likes in such a fantastic manner. But he should keep these works for 

himself and not release it to the public’s scrutiny.  

 

I will explain to you what true art is: 

 

• A deviation from the normal cannot be called art, it may only serf one’s personal pursuit. It 

represents a self-pleasuring of the artists will, degenerated through a pathological craving for 

recognition into a perverse demonology.  

• Art is sacred and not demonic. 

• Art experts and artist have unfortunately no idea about the actual existence of sacredness and 

demons within a specific dimension that is in close contact with yours. The demonic world is 

nothing more to them than a superstition in the form of imagination.   

 

In a park in the West, that is to say, in a cultured nation with a religious background, stands a 

monstrosity of a figure full of contortions that hardly indicate that we’re dealing with a human 

form. This super-dimensional “structural object” cost an enormous sum. I saw a woman sitting on 

a park bench not far from this object. She cried bitterly, she had just been refused a necessary eye 

operation, because she didn’t have the means for it. Her fate saved her from seeing this human 

monstrosity that cost such a lot of money and only affronts the harmony and beauty of divine 

CREATION.   
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People on Earth, where will your faithlessness lead you? 
 

Faithlessness naturally gets a hold on despots first, then on other leaders, the rich and business 

people and eventually the rest of the people to such an enormous degree that they allow 

themselves to be led into perdition in their spiritual blindness.  

 

Art is therefore a form of expression, a substantial, international language everybody understands. 

It is so international, that it could get rid of all extremes and all misunderstandings. It 

unfortunately glorifies mass-murderers, false prophets and tyrants, despots and errant teachers 

within human societies.  

 

We tried in vain to… - Where on Earth can you find a monument of an eminent otherworldly 

TEACHER? Where do you find an artistic memorial plague of a MESSENGER of GOD who 

admonished you? One finds the odd one in a church, but they actually do belong in grandiose 

parks, in public spaces.  

 

When a poet runs out of words, but still wants to convey the great mystery of the divine 

CREATION to his fellow men, only one form of expressing himself is left, namely the intellectual 

language of art. – Today’s modern art is however a means of expressing dread, death, ossification, 

distortion and dissolution.  

 

 

UFO-Contact on the 27th of June 1961, at 12:00 pm 
 

Today’s language of art does not proclaim anything positive for mankind, its transcendental way 

of expressing itself robs mankind of any hope and the effects of the ensuing depression are 

devastating and show up in all areas.  

 

The language of the art of antiquity on the other hand vocalises completely different words:  

 

• It conveys the greatness, the power of magic, the mystery of the world of spirit and the 

veneration of a mystical CREATOR. 

• It still proclaims beauty and universal harmony. 

 

What was actually the beginning of real knowledge is nowadays called “superstition”; virtually 

meaning a false faith. – Mistake! 

 

Artists like Raphael, Michelangelo or Rubens, as well as Leonardo da Vinci and in music 

Beethoven, BACH, Mozart and a number of others have correctly identified the reason and 

meaning of art; they knew that real art could only represent a theistic adoration of the actual 

eminence and truth of the CREATOR – and this is why they created really great works of art. They 

opened their heart and connected with invisible INTELLIGENCES so these could manifest 

themselves through their art. 

 

Today’s art lacks the genuine spirituality instilled by a religious artist. Today’s religious art is no 

devotion, no divine language, no veneration of the CREATOR and his WORKS, no thank you to 

the CREATOR, but a serious affront through all possible means and extent. 

 

• Those that are ungodly create ungodly designs. 
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• Those that think ungodly thoughts find that their fantasy entangles them with insanity.  

 

 

This human race is led astray and made spiritually and mentally ill through these artists. It fights 

against this through evil behaviourism, through being over excited and through negative affects.  

   

Where have your researchers of the soul (psychologists) ever indicated that artists’ terrible 

aberrations and perversity represents an increasing danger to the harmony of people living 

together? – 

 

They talk about schizophrenia in cases where we’re dealing with clairaudience or supernatural 

perceptions from spiritual dimensions. They do however conceal the fact that there are 

schizophrenic artists that sympathise with the regions of destruction and entertain mental contact 

with them. Their efforts are no works of art, no special skills, but a pictorial and figurative 

expression of atheism.  

 

I observed how a prominent politician viewed an art exhibition. He stopped in front of an 

entanglement of stone and form. He eventually conformed to the opinion of the art experts at his 

side and expressed that it was simply brilliant and innovative, well actually applaudable. -  He 

asked one of the experts: “What is it supposed to depict?” – He whispered: “Just in confidence, the 

artist used himself as the model.” This answer angered the politician – and in a husky voice called 

out: “Terrible!” – The shock restored his objectivity and his exclamation represented his soul’s 

true conviction and the truth.  

 

Why do you put up with something like that? 

 

We adopted a number of excellent innovations from you and then realised them on our planet. 

These things are however so irrational that we ask ourselves just how it is possible that after 5,000 

years of bodacious works of art, something so terribly retrograde, so primitive and sp negative can 

appear.  

 

Do not underestimate your adolescents’ thoughts. They do imitate everything, but they do assess 

the older generation in a way it really deserves, they regard them to be crazy and dumb. – The 

younger generation lost all respect for the older generation. Neither parents nor pedagogues nor 

state or security authorities are taken serious. The abhorrent language of these negative copies of 

creation opened the eyes of adolescents, students and future leaders of mankind.  

 

This international, transcendental form of communicating deeply penetrates the soul. It ridicules 

people, their problems, their love, their religion and their secrets. But those confronted in this way 

answer all these mental mortifications and depressions with:  

 

• A flood of imprecation. 

• Anti-social behaviourism. 

• Disrespect for all existing values. 

• Contempt for all laws. 

• Derision of all political and social interests.  

   

Keep an eye on Red Communism; due to its blatant ungodliness and its blasphemies we actually 

have to reject it! It fills people with enthusiasm, particularly youth through the powerful language 

of its realistic art as well as the beauty of movement and music. No western thoughts of freedom 
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will be victorious over this language of the soul, if abstract art continues to remain as it is and if 

one continues to condone it. 

 

Western artists have no idea about the mission they accepted, their true cultural assignment. They 

ought to take a trip to the Soviet Union and study the immense impact the bodacious statue of the 

“hammer and sickle” has, it is about 30 metres high according to my estimation, but its design is 

absolutely natural – and therefore imposing, like the Statue of Liberty in the USA. These types of 

endeavours are too time consuming and difficult for today’s artists.  

 

We are aware that your development is still so backward that you do not tolerate genuine 

criticism, particularly if your fanaticism and your love of self do not allow it. Those that are 

criticised immediately express their hatred and retaliate in a negative way. – This is the greatest 

mistake. 

 

If your artists and your departments of art do not accept this criticism, if they think that it is pure 

fantasy, they do so because they do not believe in HIGHER FORMS of EXISTENCE, they prefer 

the belief in an absolute death without memory and without a spark of consciousness.  

 

This is terrestrial stupidity, preached for thousands of years! 

 

If these people were aware of the TRUTH about their actual permanent existence within various 

forms, they would be ashamed to the core.  

 

I already told you: 

 

• Art is sacred. 

• It is a divine, ergo a universal form of communication. 

• It stems from the veneration of GOD and also of idols.  

 

Today’s art is a devilish form of communication, it derived from the persecution of GOD and it 

raises nature to levels of unbridled insanity.  

 

We do not reproach you, but we point out all mistakes to you with LOVE in our hearts, because 

we have to prepare GOD’S realm on your Earth.  

 

Question : We have so many students these days, more than at any time in human history. Is this 

overcrowding of lecture rooms a malformation? 

 

Answer : Students have it too easy these days. They receive financial support without neither 

having the talent nor the ability. Most of them lack endurance and assiduity. Students 

look forward to their free time.  

 

  A genuine student with good intentions is pushed to the wall by the masses and 

eventually branded with the same name as the rest of the failures. It is a shame, 

because we are dealing with the most responsible of professions here.  

 

  Artists also bear a great responsibility, something that is unfortunately underrated. 

They are mediums, proclaimers of a hidden TRUTH. These same artists can however 

also spread lies and mistakes – and therein lays the great responsibility and also the 

danger. 
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  Mankind’s responsible people have chosen the wrong goals most of the time. Of what 

use are all their endeavours and the whole expenditure if it is aimed in the wrong 

direction? A threat, a possible war or the destruction of the Earth can never be a 

correctly identified goal. 

 

• Of what merit are all conferences and endeavours when they only serve the wrong 

aims? This is why ELUCIDATIONS are more important before a goal is actually 

envisaged.  

 

  Art with all its possibilities represents a means to educate the people. It is part of 

culture. Culture is however part of the refinement and the perfection of the human 

race. Epochs of antiquity had a higher opinion and appreciation of art than is the case 

now. The Romans knew what colere (cultivate) meant, namely nurturing the means of 

expressing oneself through the utilisation of physical matter. 

 

  Nothing could be called a work of art, if people cannot stand in front of it in silent 

reverence and with a feeling that such a work might reveal a secret they have been 

looking for – and that they are now confronted by.  

 

• GOD gave man art. 

 

  Faithfully 

 

  ASHTAR SHERAN 

 

6. Information: Concerning all diplomats 
 
UFO-Contact on the 18th of July 1961, at 1:30 pm 
 

• Those that seek peaces should look for it in GOD, because peace is a part of divine harmony. 

 

Those that are employed in the service of the state do not just have a job, but a responsibility. 

Most believe that this responsibility only applies in regards to their superiors, ergo only upwards 

in the scheme of things. The case is however the exact opposite. The higher the position, the more 

heightened the responsibility in regards to those below. – The reversal of this truth can be found 

all over the world. It is a very eminent reason why you continuously fight one another and 

misunderstand one another.   

 
Diplomacy takes pride of place when it comes to leading the human race and it therefore bears the 

greatest responsibility downwards, that is to say, in regards to the population down to the newborn 

baby of a destitute mother. – As we were able to observe on your planet, all diplomatically 

engaged public servants only show respect towards their superiors, because they have to give 

account to them. 

 

But I say to you beseechingly:  

 

• Every supervisors of a group of people or of a whole human race have to show more respect 

for the people entrusted in their care – and they also have to account to them! 
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When it comes to giving account, we over again have to ascertain that the people hardly ever get 

to hear about this, because one is of the opinion that this has nothing to do with the rest them! One 

holds for instance that they do not have the education and therefore no understanding for this. 

Why send you children to school in the first place if they do not learn what having responsibilities 

in regards to other people are all about? – They learn about history instead and this is a very 

bloody affair, one that always has a victor and a vanquished for a subject matter. 

 

• GOD knows no vanquished, otherwise Lucifer would have ceased to exist long ago! 

 

Every war on your planet is however the immediate result of failed diplomacy. As there has never 

ever been a peaceful, harmonic period on this planet one could call truthful peace, there has also 

never even been any diplomacy that has not failed.  

 

Diplomacy on your planet is akin to an advanced bridgehead of coercion. It therefore does not deal 

with the progress of mankind, but with the predetermined goals of a nation. As these goals are 

invariably different between nations, you have a situation that I would call “chaotic” in your 

language. Diplomacy has never renounced national interests in favour of unified humanitarian 

interests.  
 

 

This UFO-contact was interrupted here by terrestrial influences.  

Continued at 3:15pm. – The gyrocompass stood completely steady without the slightest deviation from pointing at the 

magnetic pole. 

 

     

PEACE FOR ALL PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THE DIVINE UNIVERSE! 

 

Top notch diplomats mainly represent their government, to a lesser degree the people and even 

less so the human race. This attitude has to be changed. The CREATOR of the universe represents 

life. 

 

• All diplomats and higher civil servants ought to swear an oath of allegiance to LIFE, this is 

akin to swearing an oath of allegiance to GOD.  

 

We are of the opinion that an oath of allegiance to life would be more concrete and 

comprehensible for you, well even more beholden to you. Whatever damaged this oath of 

allegiance in regards to the human existence in a careless way, ought to be excluded by the civil 

service. 

 

A diplomatic amalgamation is more than just the unification of political experts, it represents a 

lifesaving community. The real goal is the maintenance and improvement of terrestrial living 

conditions. And it is of little pertinence just which country, which nation participates in this 

assignment, because the results do not just affect one country or one people or one race on this 

Earth.  

 

• All people have an equal right to a secure life of progress and development without regard to 

their ancestry. 

 

Diplomats have up to now mainly acted in the interest of their government, their people and their 

nation. This neither produces understanding nor peace. – 
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• All diplomats, it matters not what government they belong to, ought to be representatives of 

mankind in general.  

• They should be the representatives of life. 

• They should protect life through the application of their whole personality.  

• They should outlaw violence and threats and in agreement with their international colleagues, 

they should pursue a common goal. 

 

All endeavours will then automatically lead towards the FINAL DESTINATION that forms the 

focal point. Once the moment of a common objective target has arrived, mankind on Earth will 

experience a GREAT HOUR. 

 

Question : Is there a leader, respectively an impetus for this development that will start the ball 

rolling? 

 

Answer : The impetus is in sight. Once this ball starts rolling it can not be stopped and there will 

be no going back. This development is triggered by your endeavours in regards to 

space travel. We will then do the best we can to verify our merit. Great rivals will 

confront one another and then unite in the fields of space travel. 

 

  When a nation, respectively its leadership erroneously endeavours to march into hell, 

it is absolutely stupidity to continue on if one realises half way there where this path 

will eventually lead. The two major rivals find themselves in this situation. They do 

however look in complete blindness at their treasures of the past, but not at the wide 

open door to hell – and they “happily” march on. 

 

  Only a small number of statesmen and diplomats know that the world, respectively 

mankind, is influenced by the two super powers of GOOD and evil. These inspirations 

from the regions of the spirit are a fact. This is why diplomats do not just fight against 

a terrestrial enemy, but at the same time against those POWERS that reign over these 

people that are so resolute, that they prefer to bash their heads against a wall to 

coming to some agreement. The game they play is not an honest one into the bargain, 

because each party tries to bluff its way through it. 

 

  The spiritual POWERS can however not be bluffed in this way. They have a 

supernatural view of all cards being played, even if they are marked or obscured. This 

is why spiritual inspiration cannot be underestimated, because it knows the TRUTH 

and it can turn into a formidable secret agent in this way, one that can instruct the 

opponent. 

 

  The absolutely deplorable misinformation coming from your sciences in regards to the 

immortality of the soul led to a situation where life on this very beautiful planet has 

been completely falsely assessed.  

 

  Mankind’s despots and their governing agencies are mainly of the opinion that life 

represents a process of movement that adheres to specific matter, respectively a 

complicated structuring of matter, for as long as this structuring is not considerably 

interfered with. This erroneous opinion maintains that life has no other meaning than 

that of the body that is part of it. Once the body has lost its pertinence here on Earth, 

its associated life is therefore also supposed to lose its pertinence. What are left behind 

in this case are only the values the respective persons left behind in regards to mental 
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and physical endeavours. We’re dealing with ideas, notations and other physical 

things. 

 

  But if life is thought of as a purely terrestrial event, it is nothing more than a temporal 

occurrence, like the light of a candle one can extinguish. Statesmen therefore play with 

people’s life the way they play with physical matter. Life is regarded a terrestrial 

energy that renews itself through the proliferation of individuals.  

 

  We can only shake our heads over this attitude and cannot comprehend how profane 

you assess GOD’S highest and most meaningful POWER. GOD to you is however not 

a visible person, but the CREATION HE called into being is visible enough to verify 

HIS EXISTENCE. Apart from this, LIFE is that specific ENERGY that reveals itself 

through its associated INTELLIGENCE often enough to make one recognise the 

CREATOR.  

 

  If one looks at the concept of “governing” in more detail one has to ask you the 

question: What or whom do you want to govern? - 

 

  According to our observations you rather understand this to mean “dispose over”. 

Nations are not guided in a way that they could plan the future and then implement 

these plans completely free from interference from other quarters. One rather disposes 

over their total existence including their terrestrial life. You can see just how this 

happens in the case of Berlin and also in the dangerous practice of dividing nations. 

 

• You lack a homogenous political goal, but also a homogenous religious goal. Any 

deviation from these goals is pure misguidance and also pure fanaticism. 

 

  You enjoy a considerable amount of freedom, because the CREATOR does not 

dispose over you the way you like to do over others. This is one reason why you do 

not want to comprehend the CREATOR. You are of the opinion that a despot, a head 

of state must reign absolutely over mankind, must dispose over you according to the 

way you see it. But as you are able to come to your own conclusions, namely that 

GOD does not dispose over people; HE is not an acceptable SOVEREIGN, not a 

GOD to you. 

 

• We can however tell you that the universe’s SOVEREIGN can take certain 

sanctions. HE can correct certain evils if they considerably interfere with HIS 

PLAN. 

 

  Diplomats should also act in this way. They ought to argue less and they should not 

boast about and threaten others on behalf of their own nation might, they should rather 

correct all evils. But this is unfortunately not that easy for them, because the evils 

within diplomatic circles would have to be corrected first.  

 

  One has not be able to reach genuine accord during all political and religious 

conferences, because others were always governed, that is to say one always disposed 

over others. One talks about nations, races, confessions and political parties, well even 

about various peoples on Earth. But one forgets in the process that one is solely 

dealing with people, with people that have a soul one cannot dispose over, not even by 

causing their demise.  
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  I. N. D: ASHTAR SHERAN    

 

UFO-Contact on the 21st of July 1961, at 6:00 pm 
 

We admit that this human race has to be led by a selected few. This type of leadership also applies 

in our case. But the selected few on this planet include people that are not eligible to perform this 

assignment due to their false knowledge and thought processes. They do not have the required 

ideals in mind in regards to uniformly governing people, they prescribe to a very specific idea and 

they engage their whole personality for this idea with absolute ruthlessness. They are merciless 

fighters on behalf of a specific program they accepted as gospel because they have absolutely no 

HIGHER KNOWLEDGE about the problems of mankind’s existence.  

 

This is a dangerous mistake! 

 

Mankind cannot be guided in this way. This method is ancient and it goes back to the very first 

human beings. These ideas have the wrong goals. This is the reason why any accord is impossible.  

 

One is therefore basically at odds about whether mankind’s happiness is to be found in capitalism 

or communism. Neither direction offers a solution, because all human beings have the right and 

the freedom of engaging in personal thoughts and actions. They can strive for any available 

position, appropriate all sorts of possessions, the CREATOR will not hinder them. But the way 

possessions are appropriated and the way they are utilised is also important.  

 

And this is where this human race makes a great mistake! 

 

What you amass in regards to possessions is simply beyond our comprehension. It consists of 

affluences all around that do more harm than good to mankind. These possessions manly consist 

of huge tobacco cultures and inventory stocks and of the machines and industries developed for 

them. And then there is the enormous production of alcohol.  

 

The greatest possessions consist in the form of warships, bombers, tanks, rockets and the whole 

military armament in all countries.  I do not have to give you numbers. These possessions have not 

been amassed to benefit mankind, but to its detriment, to accomplish mass murderous acts, the 

destruction of cities and the catastrophic end of the world. A whole humanity works with sweat on 

its brow to produce these negative possessions, to uphold their own fears, threats and promote 

their own death.  

 

A CHERUB asks a diplomat a pertinent question: 

 

• Who possesses these dangerous and negative possessions that cost absolutely billions, at a time 

when there are still people that miserably die from starvation? 

 

Diplomats ought to discuss this question at one of their world conferences. I am quite curious 

about what the result would be.  

 

Do these unimaginably expensive possessions belong to all of mankind, all nations, the people, 

individual citizens or public servants, ministers or maybe kings and presidents of nations? Or do 

these terrifying possessions maybe belong to GOD’S antagonist, the fallen angel Lucifer, the 

devil, as you like to call him in a derisive and incredible way? You will initially answer: “These 
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possessions were created to guarantee our own safety.” – 

 

 

• What constitutes this security? 

• Where is the guarantee? 

• Where is this absolute peace? 

• Where is the harmony? 

• Where is the future of this human race? 

 

What does “guarantee one’s own safety” mean for instance? To guarantee the safety of the upper 

echelon? – The safety of a group or a nation? 

 

When dealing with the safety of people, not one single person may be excluded and it matters not 

where on Earth they were born or live.  

 

• You want to dispose over the lives of people that live on the other side of a border that GOD 

did not delineate.  

• You want to reign over people that are of the same flesh and blood as you and that also possess 

a soul.  

 

I am deeply shattered! 

 

• Why this incredible amassment of instruments of destruction when all conditions for the 

necessity of such instruments can never ever be fulfilled? 

• What definition, what philosophy or what insight made you accept, promote and give account 

for this type of development? 

 

In the NAME of GOD I can only say to you: 

 

You – and I mean all nations on Earth – have completely false concepts in regards to the most 

important things that exist throughout the universe. You suffer from a blindness that only the 

dogmatic nonsense coming from your church teachers and representatives of the sciences made 

possible. -    

 

The dullness and mental slothfulness of the enormous mass of people on this planet, you 

yourselves cursed, does not allow logic to take control of this situation at all. Are you by any 

chance afraid of priests or professors and doctors that you allow yourselves to be duped by this 

completely untrue and illogical ungodliness?  

 

The Soviet Union talks about the “rights of the proletariat”, of slaves that have to be helped. If the 

proletariat de-proletariats itself through the complete removal of primitive dullness and drummed-

in ungodliness, the Red Side registers some progress and in the true sense of the word, proles then 

no longer exist! 

 

You regard all people that do not conform to your ideas and opinions your enemies. You want to 

get rid of all enemies. – All of this is based on reciprocity. There is no parallel to this throughout 

the divine universe. The change an animosity into a friendship is just a case of showing goodwill. 

One does not have to kill anybody to achieve this transformation.  

 

Major problems cannot be solved through wars, respectively mass murderous acts. The stronger is 
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not a winner, but a dictator that takes revenge on the weak. The only problem, that now becomes 

non-representational, consists in that the enemy is no longer strong enough to defend himself. 

 

Amongst other things, we observed the German Problem for many years. It was discussed all over 

the world, but it was never solved. But during all the conferences and discussions that took place, 

diplomats never identified the actual essence of the problem.  

 

I call this problem a gutless existence in the shadow of the false kindness of a feared giant, in your 

language. – I am talking about the government clique of the eastern part of Germany.  

 

But I also call this problem an accepted rivalry that benefits a political power that feels 

threatened. – I am now talking about the government clique of the western part of Germany.  

 

The people in the East are not allowed to believe what the people in the West believe in. And the 

people in the West may not believe the things one believes in the East, because people in the East 

are not allowed to make up their own minds at all. The things they are to believe in are prescribed 

and have to conform to the government’s ideology. They have nothing to do with the TRUTH.  

 

The Problem Berlin is however just an anvil hammers from both sides utilise. The iron on the 

anvil represents a false philosophy, one that is constantly kept red hot because neither side actually 

knows what shape this iron should eventually turn into. We however know that this piece of iron 

should turn into a diplomatic weapon that everyone would like to get their hands on.  

 

And this is once again a mistake! 

 

This philosophy has to be changed and only then will this iron stop glowing. We will certainly not 

allow Berlin to be continuously hammered in this way. We will try with peaceful means to begin 

with.           

   

We cannot help those that do not believe us, because it is up to each and everyone to procure 

evidence of our existence; there is plenty of it available.  

 

I also say to you: 

 

• East Germany governs, that is to say, disposes over its people not out of idealism, but through 

faithful imitation in order to maintain the government’s existence. 

• The people are forced to believe something the government isn’t too sure about itself.  

• But as this is a sympathetic and appetizing meal for spiritless, materialistic people, this 

philosophy is successful and these despots are able to maintain their positions. 

• The majority of mankind’s leaders are chain-smokers and casualties of alcohol. Such casualties 

can never be positive leaders of a nation or the human race.  

 

Is this explanation comprehensible to you here on Earth? 

 

These terrestrial authorities do not have GOD’S BLESSING; they emerged from within the 

terrestrial masses, otherwise they would know more about GOD! 
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7. Information: For all people on Earth 
 
UFO-Contact on the 23rd of July 1961, at 2:35 pm 
 

RECONCILE WITH GOD 

 

YOU WILL THEN HAVE PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

 

I say to all of you: All representatives of terrestrial governments are heavy criticised. They find 

this criticism difficult to deal with and this is why their hatred heightens to a point where they 

would like to release their pent-up hatred upon a confabulated enemy. – The reality is that there 

are no enemies, but only differently informed and therefore differently thinking people. They are 

either better or worse informed or they are more knowledgeable or more ignorant. – From this 

oppositeness arise all crises!  

 

• In any case, whether in the highest positions or in the simplest of family affairs, you always 

make the great mistake of regarding all differently aligned fellow human beings your enemies. 

This is why harmony and a just and permanent peace can never eventuate. 

 

This is the most difficult assignment I have ever been asked to fulfil, namely to indoctrinate you in 

this way, that is to say, to tell you the TRUTH even though I know that you will not believe it. We 

SANTINER are very sad about the fact that there are billions of people here on this planet whose 

spiritual development took such a retrograde step that they align with the realm of darkness in 

spite of all their technology.  How can one redeem these people if the means to do so are limited? 

What else can we do but to continue to INDOCTRINATE you with all the patience we can muster 

and wait to see if we have been successful? 

 

It is not our custom to use strict words. But we have to do so this time, because one blasphemes 

our kind words. I will point out the injustices you commit, because you do not realise that these 

injustices have to be redressed. Such an indemnification is however more difficult than living a 

whole life on Earth.      

 

A time will come when mankind on Earth will place great importance in all my words. The 

GREAT HOUR will soon be here. It will not come in the form of a catastrophe, but an embittered 

battle between GOOD and evil, whereby GOOD will triumph. Evil will then have to adapt to the 

situation.  

 

What do you do wrong? 

 

• You believe in lies, if it suits you. 

• Your judgement is biased, because you disown the other side. 

• You abuse your fellow men, your own body and your soul. 

• You idly sit by, whilst your children are being corrupted by false ideas and false idealisms and 

through playing with toys of war.  

• You support injustice, if it brings a profit.  

• You imbibe poisons that have a detrimental effect on you. You smoke and contaminate your 

body and your environment. This attracts demons you actually think of as being pure fantasy.  
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• You support Lucifer’s hatred and this allows him to take revenge on you and on GOD. 

• You are the unthinking victims of advertising.  

• You abide by the majority, even if it is wrong. 

• You digest terrible movies, books and other forms of entertainment. 

• You adore criminal stories. Your fantasy is at the mercy of the lowest spiritual powers you’re 

unable to see.  

 

You will be confronted with all of this in the REALM of the SPIRIT, because it is inerasable. 

Only the SCALES of JUSTICE can balance this. You must therefore weight this SET of SCALES 

differently.  

 

I advise you: 

 

• DO GOOD! 

• THINK GOOD! 

• TURN YOURSELF TOWARD GOODNESS! 

 

You are thoughtlessly and unscrupulously happy about the fact that ungodliness reigns. You are so 

irrational that you allow allegedly pious people to severely discredit the sacred NAME of GOD’S 

ETERNAL SPIRIT through their false, absurd and fanatical ado.  

 

• You allow yourselves to be scared where the actual TRUTH should produce the opposite. 

• You inactively watch as the cosmos is turned into chaos.  

• You allow the sun to be obfuscated by poisonous billows of smoke. 

• You create conditions that allow typhoons to flush you into the ocean. 

• You volunteer your own body for nonsensical experiments. 

• You select unscrupulous swindlers as your archetype. 

• You mock the chanting in churches – and you endure it. 

• You have no trust in GOD and HIS HELPERS, but on other hand, show more trust in all 

heretics and instigators.  

• You are mentally lazy and uninterested when dealing with HIGHER, SPIRITUAL THINGS 

that demand some effort of logical thought. 

• You avoid the DEVINE, because it does not seem to fit in with your daily affairs.  

• You adopt all manner of sins and vices – and you’re prepared to make all possible sacrifices for 

them.  

• You are gutless and you are not prepared to energetically deal with the world at large in order 

to open your heart, but you show courage in all public brawls.  

• You leave it up to a few individuals to retrieve all your “hot potatoes” from the fire and they do 

so by utilising their whole energy in a most incredible way. 

• You invent and perfect fashions that only harm your health, for instance heels on shoes, hectic 

dances or terrible orgies you call “parties”. 

• You sell your convictions for the love of a medal, a badge or a uniform. 

• You enthuse over the sport of boxing where brutality, base instincts and bad examples are 

boundless.  

• You compete in all types of sports and apply fixed standards to the highest performance.  

• It would be better if: Those that reached this fixed standard may indeed assert a claim for 

recognition, maybe in the form of a document, but the winner has to retire from competitions 
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for ever. This gives all other competitors the chance to also reach the prescribed highest 

standard. Everything else only creates competitiveness and only leads to animosities.  

• You do not have the courage to condemn all manner of perversive films and performances. 

• You are not even capable of prohibiting criminality, because the so derailed have no concept of 

LOVE and kindness – and because they no nothing credible in regards to their true spiritual 

existence.       

 

If one could ever talk about a vengeance, we would support this vengeance in any shape or form if 

it would only target those that are responsible of bringing this human race to the extreme abyss of 

their ETERNAL EXISTENCE within the divine universe. 

 

We fight with increased commitment and with all the spiritual energies at our disposal to correct 

all mistakes that made you dependent and unhappy.  

 

We fight with the symbolic sword of the SPIRIT and the TRUTH for the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT 

you call “GOD”.  

 

Churches have unfortunately severed their connection to GOD; they have forcefully separated 

themselves because they are afraid of demons. – They no longer allow themselves to be guided by 

GOD’S ANGELS, but want to run the show all by themselves. The Christian churches did not 

understand the call our forefathers proclaimed the day CHRIST was born:  DO NOT BE 

AFRAID! 

 

You are not aware of GOD’S gifts to you. Mankind can achieve GREAT things with LOVE, but 

hatred produces the exact opposite. 

 

We turned your attention to the grave consequences of nuclear bombs often enough. 

 

• You have brought chaos to the weather for quite some time now. 

• You ignored our warnings.  

• You always have an excuse for these crimes and 

• You blame the sun for everything, even though it has nothing to do with it. 

 

But the people are happy to go along with this… 

 

I can prophecy you today that terrestrial research in the field of anti-matter will register successes 

that will take this humanity’s breath away. 

 

Question : People cannot quite comprehend your existence. The biggest headache in regards to 

this is dematerialisation. How are we to imagine this? 

 

Answer : Dematerialisation is connected to the velocity of our spaceships. Physical matter 

dissolves at the top speed our crafts are capable of and it is beyond the speed of light. 

It is akin to extremely fast comets that simply atomise.  

 

  When a living physical body dematerialises, its individual atoms move away from one 

another. We are dealing with a process here that is triggered through a spiritual 

acceleration. Your space researchers, respectively your astronauts, will encounter this 

phenomenon. We will make sure that they do.  
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  I will give you one more piece of good advice: Keep an eye on the yellow peril, it is 

unimaginably great and dangerous like a world war. The Chinese race is unstoppable. 

This is why a reform must take place. A complete re-grouping of the continents on this 

planet must take place – and this will also take place on day “X”. The Caucasian races 

must therefore unite otherwise they will relinquish their leading role on this planet.  

 

  The course of coming events on Earth are exactly planned and pre-calculated down to 

the last detail. It will not be long before this human race experiences its GREATEST 

HOUR. 

 

  The LORD didn’t just destine life on Earth, but also for all the other inhabited planets. 

A PLAN exists for the universe whose extent you could not imagine. This PLAN 

exactly prescribes the course and development of every planet. Its organization is 

precisely coordinated and everything will therefore take place according to GOD’S 

WILL and order.   

      

• It even happens that a planet disappears from the heavens if its future no longer has 

meaning, but only perturbs the universal CLOCKWORK. 

  

  The situation with your planet Earth – as you call it – is different.  

 

  According to GOD’S PLAN, it is not destined to disappear. The battle between 

GOOD and evil on this planet has however increased to a degree we could not have 

assumed. Due to the fact that this planet belongs amongst the CHOSEN ONES, this 

battle is particularly colossal and unrelenting. 

 

  You have to go through this level of development – and we would like to help you to 

do so. 

 

• You must comprehend that there is a WORLD of SPIRIT – and that you do possess a 

SOUL.  

 

  PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

  PEACE THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE UNIVERSE! 

  PEACE WITHIN EVERYBODY’S HEART! 

 

  With faithful LOVE 

 
  ASHTAR SHERAN. 
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